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PREFACE 
The present thesis entitled "Iterative Approximation of Solutions of Variational 
Inclusions" is an outcome of the studies made by the author at Department of 
Applied Mathematics & Department of Mathematics, Aligarh Muslim University, 
Aligarh, India during the last three years. 
Theory of variational inequaUties was initiated independently by G. Stampac-
chia [151] and G. Fichera [64] in the early 1960's to study the problems in potential 
theory and elasticity, respectively. Since then variational inequalities have been ex-
tended and generalized in several directions using novel and innovative techniques 
both for their own sake and for apphcations. It has been shown that variational 
inequality theory provides the natural, direct, unified and efficient framework for 
the general treatment of a wide class of unrelated linear and nonlinear problems 
arising in fluid flow through porous media, elasticity, transformation, economics, 
optimization, structural analysis, and applied and engineering sciences, see for ex-
ample [11-18,20,21,38,39,42,43,57,58,65-67,72,96,113,130,133], 
In 1968, Brezis [24] initiated the study of the existence theory of a new class 
variational inequalities later known as variational inclusions, using proximal map-
pings due to Moreau [109]. Variational inclusions include variational inequaUties, 
quasi-variational inequalities and variational-like inequalities as special cases. For 
the applications of variational inclusions, see [13-15,58]. In 1994, Hassouni and 
Moudafi [70] studied the iterative approximation of solutions for a class of varia-
tional inclusions. Since then iterative approximation of solutions of various classes 
of variational inclusions has been studied by a number of researchers using different 
iterative methods. 
In 1985, Pang [134] showed that a variety of equihbrium models, for example, 
the traffic equilibrium problem, the Nash equilibrium problem and the general equi-
librium programming problem can be uniformly modelled as a variational inequality 
defined on the product sets. It was noticed that variational inequahty over product 
sets and the system of variational inequaUties both are equivalent, see [12,63,113,134] 
for applications. Since then many authors, see for example [10,37,63,80,98,113] stud-
ied the existence theory of various classes of system of variational inequalities by 
exploiting fixed-point theorems and minimax theorems. On the other hand, only 
a few iterative algorithms have been constructed for approximating the solution 
of system of variational inequalities (inclusions). In 2004, Cho et al. [33] studied 
the approximate solvability of a system of variational inclusions based on system 
of proximal-point mapping methods. Recently, Kazmi et al. [83,88,91] studied the 
approximate solvability of some systems of variational inclusions. We remark that 
most of the works on approximate solvability of variational inclusions and systems 
of variational inequalities has been done in the setting of Hilbert spaces. 
A vast literature is available on the theory of variational inequalities but the 
study of quahtative behavioiu: and iterative approximation of solutions of variational 
inclusions in terms of nonlinear mappings is still an unexplored field. 
In recent past, existence and sensitivity analysis of solutions and convergence 
analysis and stability of iterative algorithms for finding approximate solutions of 
some important generalizations of variational inclusions viz., general variational in-
clusions, quasi-variational inclusions, variational-like inclusions and their generaliza-
tions have been studied by many authors using different methods, see for example 
[5,26,27,31,32,47,49,50,52,53,55,56,59-62,75,76,82-86,88,89,91,92,94,99-102,125-127, 
139-141,156,157,164]. 
The main objective of this thesis is to study the existence and sensitivity analy-
sis of solutions and to discuss the convergence analysis and stability of iterative 
algorithms, for some new classes of systems of variational inclusions. This work 
generaUzes, improves and miifies the concepts, techniques and results given by 
many authors for the various classes of variational inequalities and variational inclu-
sions, see for example [1,2,4,7,8,33,34,49,53,55,59,60,62,69,75,82,99,100,102,105,123-
126,138,139,152,154]. 
The thesis consists of five chapters. 
In Chapter 1, we review the notions, definitions and results which are used in 
the presentation of the work of the subsequent chapters. Further, we give brief pre-
sentation of some classes of variational inequafities, variational inclusions, systems 
of variational inequalities and systems of variational inclusions. 
In chapter 2, we consider a system of general variational inclusions involving 
m-accretive mappings in real g-uniformly smooth Banach spaces. Using proximal-
point mapping technique, we prove the existence and uniqueness of solution and 
IV 
suggest a Mann type perturbed iterative algorithm for system of general variational 
inclusions. Furthermore, we discuss the convergence and stability analysis of Mann 
type perturbed iterative algorithm. 
In Chapter 3, we give the notion of M-proximal-point mapping for a iionconvex, 
proper, lower semicontinuous and subdifferentiable functional on Banach space £ind 
prove its existence and Lipschitz continuity. Further, we consider a new system of 
generalized imphcit variational inclusions in the setting of Banach spaces, which 
includes as special cases many known and new classes of variational inequalities 
(inclusions). 
Using the concept of M-proximal-point mapping, we establish an equivalence 
between the system of generalized implicit variational inclusions and a new system 
of implicit Wiener-Hopf equations. Using this equivalence, we suggest an iterative 
algorithm for the system of imphcit Wiener-Hopf equations. Furthermore, we prove 
the existence of solution of the system of generalized implicit variational inclusions 
and discuss the convergence criteria of iterative sequences generated by iterative 
algorithm. Finally, we show that the iterative algorithm is stable. 
In Chapter 4, we consider a system of parametric generalized variational inclu-
sions involving /^-accretive mappings in uniformly smooth Banach spaces. Further, 
using i?-proximal-point mapping technique and the property of the fixed-point set 
of multi-valued mappings, we study the behavior and sensitivity analysis of the so-
lution set for system of parametric generalized variational inclusions. Furthermore, 
the Lipschitz continuity of the solution set of system of parametric generaUzed vari-
ational inclusions is proved under some suitable conditions. 
In Chapter 5, we introduce random F-monotone mapping and its dissociated 
proximal-point mapping in Hilbert space and discuss their some properties. Further, 
we consider a system of random variational inclusions with random fuzzy mappings 
in real Hilbert spaces. Using proximal-point mapping technique, we construct an 
iterative algorithm for the system of random variational inclusions. Furthermore, 
we prove the existence of solution of the system of random variational inclusions 
and discuss the convergence analysis of the iterative algorithm. 
In the end, we give a comprehensive list of references of books, monogiaphs, 
edited volumes and research papers used in carrying out this research work. 
Some results of this thesis have been presented in the National conference on 
"Analysis and its Applications (AA-BHU-2009), held at Banaras Hindu University, 
Varanasi, India during March, 2009. Four papers based on the research work con-
tained in this thesis have been communicated for publication in the reputed journals. 
Three of them which contain the work of Chapter 2, Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 have 
been accepted for pubhcation in journals entitled "Applied Mathematics and Com-
putation", "Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics" and "Journal of 
Korean Mathematical Society", respectively. 
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CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. INTRODUCTION 
Theory of variational inequalities was initiated independently by Fichera [64] 
and Stampacchia [151] in the early 1960's to study the problems in the elasticity 
and potential theory, respectively. Since then this theory has become very effective 
and quite powerful tool in the study of a large number of problems arising in differ-
ential equations, mechanics, contact problems in elasticity, optimization and control 
problems, management science, operations research, general equilibrium problems 
in economics and transportation, unilateral, obstacle, moving, etc., see for example 
Barbu [17], Bensoussan [18], Bensoussan and Lions [20,21], Brezis [24], Cottle et al. 
[38], Ekland and Temam [58], Giannessi and Maugeri [65], Glowinski [66j, Glowin-
ski et al. [67], Kinderlehrer and Stampacchia [97], Mosco [110], Noor [115,121,122], 
Tan [153] and the references cited therein. Most of the problems of physics and 
mechanics have been formulated in the form of variational inequalities, see for ex-
ample Baiocchi and Capelo [15], Bensoussan and Lions [20,21], Crank [39], Duvaut 
and Lions [57], Hlavacak et al. [72], Kikuchi and Oden [96], Necas et al. [114], 
Panagiotopoulos [133] and the references cited therein. Because of their important 
appUcability, in recent past, variational inequality problems have been extensively 
studied and generalized in various directions by many authors. 
In 1968, Brezis [24] initiated the study of the existence theory of a new class 
variational inequalities later known as variational inclusions, using proximal map-
pings due to Moreau [109]. Variational inclusion are the important generalizations 
of variational inequlities. Variational inclusions include quasi-variational inequali-
ties [19,21,28,117,119] and variational-like inequalities [135] as special cases. For the 
applications of variational inclusions, see for example Aubin et al. [13,14], Baioc-
chi and Capelo [15], Ekland and Temam [58] and the references cited therein. In 
1994, Hassouni and Moudafi [70] developed an iterative method to study a class 
of variational inclusions. Adly [1], Ding [45,46], Huang [73] and Kazmi [81] have 
obtained some important extensions of the class of variational inclusions consid-
ered in [70]. Since then various genralizations of variational inclusions have ben 
introduced and studied by a number of researchers using diferent methods, see 
for example [5,26,27,31,32,47,49,50,52,53,55,56,59-62,75,76,82-86,88,89,91,92,94,99-
102,125-127,139-141,156,157,164]. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows. 
In Section 1.2, we review various notations, known definitions and results which 
are essential for the presentation of the results in subsequent chapters. 
In Section 1.3, we give brief survey of some classes of variational inequalities, 
variational inclusions, systems of variational inequalities and systems of variational 
inclusions. 
1.2. SOME TOOLS OF NONLINEAR FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS 
Throughout the thesis unless otherwise stated, H denotes a real Hilbert space; 
H* denotes the topological dual oi H; E denotes a real Banach space; E' denotes 
the topological dual of E; 2^ denotes the power set of E; CB{E) denotes the family 
of all nonempty, closed and bounded subsets of E and C{E) denotes the family of 
all nonempty and compact subsets of E. If there is no confusion likely to occur, we 
denote the norm of Hilbert space H, Banach space E and their dual spaces by || • ||, 
and denote the inner product of H and the duality pairing between E and E* by 
( • , • ) • 
Theorem 1.2.1[97]. Let /f be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of H. Then 
for each x E H, there is a unique y e K such that 
| | x - y | | = inf | |a ;-z | | . (1.2.1) 
Definition 1.2.1[97]. Let K be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of H. The 
point y e K satisfying (1.2.1) is called the projection of x e H on K, and we write 
y = PK(X). 
Note that PK{X) = X, VX e K. 
Theorem 1.2.2[97]. Let K he a, nonempty, closed and convex subset of H. Then 
y = PK{X), the projection oi x G H on K, if and only if there exists y E K such 
that 
(y, z-y) > {x,z-y) , Vz E K. 
Theorem 1.2.3[97]. Let K be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of H. Then 
the mapping PK is nonexpansive, that is, 
\\PK{x)-PKiy)\\<\\x-yl \Jx,yEH. 
Definition 1.2.2[14]. A multi-valued mapping M : H ^ 2^ is said to be 
(i) monotone if 
{u - V, X - y) > 0, \/x,y e H, u E M{x), v E M{y); 
(ii) a-strongly monotone if there exists a constant cr > 0 such that 
{u-v, x-y) > a\\x - yf, Vx, y E H, Vu E M{x), v E M{y)\ 
(iii) maximal monotone if M is monotone and (I+pM)(H) — H for some constant 
p > 0 . 
Definition 1.2.3[28,79]. Let K he a, nonempty and convex subset of H and let 
f -.K ^R. Then 
(i) / is said to be convex if, for any x,y E K and for any a E [0,1], 
/ ( Q X + (1 - a)y) < af{x) + (1 - a)f{y); 
(ii) / is said to be lower semicontinuous on K if, for every a 6 R, the set {x E 
K : f{x) < a} is closed in K; 
(iii) / is said to be concave if — / is convex; 
(iv) / is said to be upper-semicontinuous on K ii —f is lower semicontinuous on 
K. 
Note that the concept of lower semicontinuity and upper semicontinuity of set-
valued mapping on Banach space can be defined in the same way as given in Defi-
nition 1.2.3. 
Definition 1.2.4[15]. A proper and convex functional 0 :/ /"-> R U {+00} is said 
to be subdifferentiable at a point x e H, ii there exists a point /* G H* such that 
<P{y)~(l>ix)>{r,y-x), VyeH, 
where /* is called a suhgradient of 0 at x. The set of al] subgradients of 0 at x is 
denoted by d(}){x). The mapping d(j): H ^ 2^' defined by 
dcl>{x) = {/* e H*: 4>{y) - m > {r,y -x), \/yeH} 
is called subdifferential of 0 at x. 
Theorem 1.2.4[15]. If 0 : if —>• E U {+00} is a convex functional. Then its 
subdifferential d(p is monotone. 
Definition 1.2.5[14,58,163]. Let M : H -^ 2^ he a maximal monotone mapping. 
For any fixed p > 0, the mapping 
J^{x) = (J + pM)-\x), Vx e H, 
is called the proximal-point (resolvent) mapping of M, where I stands for identity 
mapping on H. 
Remark 1.2.1 [14]. 
(i) The proximal-point mapping J^^ is single-valued and nonexpansive, that is, 
\\J^"{x)-Ji\x)\\<\\x-yl ^x,yeH. 
(ii) Since the subdifferential d4> of a proper, convex and lower semicontinuous 
function 4> : H ^Ru {-l-oo} is a maximal monotone operator, it follows that 
the proximal point mapping of dcf) 
J f ( x ) = (/ + p90)-^(x), VxGH, 
is also single-valued and nonexpansive. 
Definition 1.2.6[36]. A continuous and strictly increasing function </> : K+ -> IR^ , 
is said to be weight function if 0(0) = 0 and lim (p{t) = +00. 
t—>+oo 
Definition 1.2.7[36]. Let E be a Banach space and let 0 : R+ —^  E+ be a weight 
function. A multi-valued mapping J : E —> 2^' is said to be duality mapping of 
weight (p, if 
J{x) = {x*eE*: {x,x*) = \\x\\\\x% \\x*\\ = 0(||x||)}. 
A selection of the duality mapping J is a single-valued mapping j : E -^ E* 
satisfying jx e J{x) for each x E E. Fiorthermore, if (/•(Ha;!!) = ||a;j|, Vr e E, then J 
is called normalized duality mapping. 
Remark 1.2,2[36]. HE ~ H, then normalized duality mapping J becomes identity 
mapping. 
Theorem 1.2.5[9,36]. Let J be a duaUty mapping associated with a weight 0, 
then 
(a) J is monotone, that is, 
{x*-y*,x-y) > 0, Vx,y e E, X* e J{x), y* e J{y); 
(b) J{-x) = - J(x), Wx e E; 
(c) J{\x) = ^S[§p^(a;), Vx e £; and A > 0. 
Theorem 1.2.6[142]. Let £• be a Banach space and let J : £• —>• 2^' be a normal-
ized duaUty mapping. Then, for any x,y E E, 
\\x + yf < \\xf + 2{y,j{x + y)), \fj{x + y) e J{x + y). 
Definition 1.2.8[36,159]. A Banach space E is called smooth if, for every x E E 
with \\xl\ = 1, there exists a unique f E E* such that \\f\\ — f{x) — 1. The modulus 
of smoothness of E is the function p£ : [0, 00) -^ [0,00), defined by 
p . ( r ) = s u p { ' l l - + ' ' l l ; l l - - ' ' l l ) - l : x . i , 6 i ; . | N | = l . | i y | | = x } . 
Definition 1.2.9[36,159]. The Banach space E is said to be uniformly smooth if 
lim ^ ^ = 0. 
T-yO T 
Theorem 1.2.7[36]. A Banach space is smooth if and only if each duahty mapping 
J of weight 0 is a single-valued. 
Theorem 1.2,8[36]. If £^  is a uniformly smooth Banach space, then E is reflexive. 
Theorem 1.2.9[30,42,68]. Let £• be a uniformly smooth Banach space and let 
J : E ^ E* he the normalized duahty mapping. Then for all x, y G £^ , we have 
(a) \lx + yr<\\xr + 2{y,J{x + y)y, 
(b) {x - y, J[x) - J{y)) < 2cPpEi4\\x - y\\/d), where d = y/i\\xP + ||2/|P)/2. 
Definition 1.2.10[158]. For g > 1, a mapping Jg : E -^ 2^* is said to be generalized 
duality mapping, if it is defined by 
J,{x) = {feE*: {xj) = llxil^ l lxir^ = ll/ll}, Vx € E. 
Remark 1.2,3[158]. In particular, J2 is the usual normalized duality mapping on 
E. Also, we have 
J,{x) = \\x\r^Mx), yxi^O) EE. 
Definition 1.2.11[158,159]. The Banach space E is said to be q-uniformly smooth, 
for q- > 1, if there exists a constant c > 0 such that 
PE{T)<CT'', rG[0,oo). 
Remark 1.2,4[158]. 
(i) It is well known (see for example [158]) that 
g—uniformly smooth, if 1 < g < 2 
Lq (or Ig) is 
2-uniformly smooth, if q > 2. 
(ii) If E is uniformly smooth, Jq becomes single-valued. 
In the study of characteristic inequalities in g-uniformly smooth Banach spaces, 
Xu [158] established the following Theorem. 
Theorem 1.2.10. Let 9 > 1 be a real number and let E be a smooth Banach space. 
Then E is ^-uniformly smooth if and only if there exists a constant Cg > 0 such that 
for every x,y E E, 
\x + y\\'^<\\x\\'^ + q{y,Mx))+c, q 
Definition 1.2.12[91]. Let £• be a g'-uniformly smooth Banach space. A multi-
valued mapping M : E -^ 2^ is said to be 
(i) accretive, if 
(u - w, Jg(x - y)) > 0, yx,y e E and Vu € Mx, v € My; 
(ii) strictly accretive, if 
{u - V, Jq{x - y)) > 0, Wx,y e E and Vu G Mx, v e My, 
and equahty holds if and only ii x = y; 
(iii) j-strongly accretive, if there exists 7 > 0 such that 
{u - V, Jg{x - y)) > ^\\x - yp, \/x,y E E and Vu G Mx, v t My. 
Definition 1.2.13[42]. A mapping A: E -^ E is said to be 
(i) accretive if, Vx, y e E, there exists j{x - y) e J{x - y) such that 
{A{x)-A{y),j{x-y))>Q; 
(ii) strictly accretive if, Vx, y eE, there exists j{x - y) e J{x - y) such that 
{A{x)-A{y),j{x-y))>0, 
and the equahty holds only when x = y; 
(iii) k-strongly accretive ii,yx,y G E, there exist j ( x - y ) G J{x-y) andaconstant 
A; > 0 such that 
{A{x) - A{y),j{x - y)) > k\\x - yf; 
(iv) S-Lipschitz continuous if, Vx, y & E, there exists a constant 5 > 0 such that 
\\A{x) - A{y)\\ < 5\\x - y\\. 
Remark 1.2.5. If A is fc-strongly accretive, we have 
\\A{x)-A{y)\\>k\\x-y\\. 
A with the above condition is called k-expanding. Finther, if A; = 1, A is called 
expanding. 
Definition 1.2.14[27,42]. A multi-valued mapping M : E —> 2^ is said to be 
(i) accretive if, Vx,^/ G E, there exists j{x — t/) € J{x — y) such that 
{u - v,j{x - y)) > 0; Vtx G M{x), v G M{y), 
(ii) k-strongly accretive if, Vx,y G E, there exists j{x — y) G J(x - y) and a 
constant A; > 0 such that 
(u - t;,i(x - y)) > k\\u - vW^; Vu G M(x), u G M(y), 
(iii) m-accretive if M is accretive and {I + pM){E) = E for any fixed p > 0, where 
I is identity mapping on E. 
Remark 1.2.6. If E = H. Then Definition 1.2.14 reduces to Definition 1.2.2. 
Definition 1.2.15[11,14,163]. Let M : D(M) C E -^ 2^ he an m-accretive 
mapping. For any p > 0, the mapping J^^ : E ^ D{M) associated with M defined 
by 
j^{x) = {i+pMr\x), 
is called the proximal-point (resolvent) mapping. 
Remark 1.2.7[163]. J^ is a single-valued and nonexpansive mapping. 
Definition 1.2.16[11]. Let {M"}, n € iV be a sequence of m-accretive mappings 
on a Banach space E. The sequence {M"} is said to be graph convergent to Af, an m-
accretive mapping defined on E, denoted by M" —>• M, if for every (u, v) e Q{M)^ 
there exists a sequence {un,Vn) ^ ^(M") such that u„ —> ix and v„ —> v strongly in 
E. 
Theorem 1.2.11[11]. Let E he o, Banach space; let {M"} be a sequence of m-
accretive mappings and let M be m-accretive mapping on E, then the following are 
equivalent: 
(a) For all u,v £ E, there exists (w„, u„) G Q{M^) such that Un -^ u and Un -^ u; 
(b) For all p > 0, for all UEE, {I + pM^'Y^u) ^ {I + pMy\u)\ 
(c) There exists p > 0, for all u^E, {I + pM'')-\u) -> (/ + pM)'\u), 
where / is the identity mapping on E. 
Definition 1.2.17[60]. Let R : E -^ E he single-valued mapping and let M : E ->-
2^ be a multi-valued mapping. We say that M is R-accretive if M is accretive and 
{R + pM){E) = E holds, for all p > 0. 
Remark 1.2.8[60]. If i? = / , the Definition L2.17 reduces to the definition of m-
accretive mapping. Moreover, ii E = H and R = I, then Definition 1.2.17 reduces 
to the definition of maximal monotone mapping. 
Theorem 1.2.12[60]. Let i^ : £" -^ E be a strictly accretive; let M : E ^ 2^ be a 
i?-accretive mapping, and let x,u ^ Ehe given points. If (u — f, J(x — y)) > 0 holds, 
for all (y,v) e Graph M, then u € M(x), where Graph M = {{x, u) e E x E : u e 
M{x)}. 
Theorem 1.2.13 [60]. Let R : E -^ E he a strictly accretive mapping and let 
M : £• ^- 2-^  be a i?-accretive mapping. Then, the mapping (R + pM)~^ is single-
valued, where p > 0 is constant. 
Definition 1.2.18[60]. Let R : E ^ E he a strictly accretive mapping and let M : 
£^  —> 2^ be a i?-accretive mapping. The R-proximal-point mapping J^f : E -^ E 
associated with R and M is defined by 
jRA^) = iR + pM)-'{x), MxeE. 
Theorem 1.2.14[60]. het R : E -^ E he a, strongly accretive mapping with 
constant 7 and \ei M : E -^ 2^ be i?-accretive mapping. Then i?-proximal-point 
mapping J^p : E -^ B is Lipschitz continuous with constant ^ that is, 
PnA"^) - JR,M\ < ^ 11^  - yl ^^.2/ e E. 
Let X be a metric space with metric d{-, •); P := {d{x, y) : x,y E X] and let P 
denote the closure of P. 
Definition 1.2.19[97]. Let F : X -)• X be a mapping. Then: 
(i) A point X ^ X v& said to be fixed point of F if F{x) = x; 
(ii) F is said to be contraction if d{F{x), F{y)) < ad{x, y), Vx, y G X. for some 
a, 0 < a < 1. Further, if a = 1, then F is called nonexpansive. 
Theorem 1.2.15[97](Banach Contraction Principle). Every contraction map-
ping F defined on a complete metric space X has a unique fixed point. 
Definition 1.2.20[23]. A metric space X is said to be metrically convex if for each 
x,y e X with a; 7^  y, there isaz e X, x y^ z ^ y such that d{x, y) = d{x, y) +d{z, y). 
Theorem 1.2.16(23]. Let X be a complete metrically convex metric space. If, for 
the mapping F : X —> X, there is a mapping y?: P —> R+ satisfying 
(a) d{F{x),F{y)) < ^{d{x,y)), Vx,y G X-
(b) ^{t)<t, V i G P \ { 0 } . 
Then F has a unique fixed point x* ^ X and for any XQ e X, x„ = F{x„,_i), 
J^  > 1, {xn} converges to x*. 
For the application of Theorem L2.16 to variational inequalities, see for example 
[1,5]. 
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The following theorem is a multi-valued version of Theorem 1.2.1(). 
Theorem 1.2.17[44,136]. Let X be a complete metrically convex metric space. 
If, for the multi-valued mapping F : X —>• 2^, there is a mapping T^' : P -^ R+ 
satisfying 
(a) D{Fx,Fy) < ip{d{x,y)), Va;,y € X, where D{.,.) is a metric on 2-^, defined 
as D{A, B) = sup{d(a;, y) : x e A, y e B}, V^, B e 2^; 
(b) if(t) <t,VteP\ {0}. 
Then F has a fixed-point and for any XQ ^ X, x„ G F(x„_i), n > 1, {x„} converges 
to a fixed point of F in X. 
It is note that Theorem 1.2.17 is also generalizes the following theorem due to 
Siddiqi and Ansari [148]. 
Theorem 1.2.18. If F is multi-valued contraction mapping on E into itself then 
F has a fixed point. 
Definition 1.2.21[112]. The Hausdorff metric n{-, •) on CB{E) is defined by 
?{(A, B) = max< supinf d(a;,y), sup inf d(x, y) L A,B e CB{E). 
Theorem 1.2.19[112]. Let X be a complete metric space. Suppose that F : X ^• 
CB{X) satisfies 
n{F{x),F{y)) < adix,y), Vx,y e X, 
where a e (0,1) is a constant. Then the mapping F has a fixed point in X. 
Definition 1.2.22[27]. A multi-valued mapping T : E —> CB{E) is said to be 
"f-'H-Lipschitz continuous if there exists a constant 7 > 0 such that 
n{Tix),Tiy))<j\\x-y\\, ^x,yeE. 
Theorem 1.2.20[112]. 
(a) Let T : E -^ CB{E) be a multi-valued mapping on E. Then for am- given 
^ > 0 and for any given x,y e E and u G T{x), there exists v G T{y) such 
that 
d{u,v)<{l + OnT{x),T{y)y, 
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(b) UT : E-^ C{E), then above inequality holds for ^ = 0. 
Theorem 1.2.21 [128]. 
(a) Let E be a real Banach space. Let G : E ^ CB{E) and let e > 0 be any real 
number, then for every x,y G E and ui e G(x}, there exists ?i2 G G{y) such 
that 
\\u,-U2\\<n{G{x),G{y))+e\\x-y\\; 
(b) Let G : E ^ CB(E) and let (^  > 0 be any real number, then for ev(^ ry x,y e E 
and ui € G{x), there exists U2 G G{y) such that 
\\ui~U2\\<Sn{G{x),G{y)). 
We note that ii G : E -¥ C{E) then Theorem 1.2.21(a)-(b) is true for e = 0 and 
5=1, respectively. 
Theorem 1.2.22[103]. Let X be a complete metric space and let Ti,T2 : X ^^ 
C{X) be ^-?^-contraction mappings, then 
n{F{T,),F{T2)) < ( l -^ ) -^sup(Ti (x) , T2(x)), 
where F{Ti) and F{T2), are the set of fixed points of T^ and T2, respectively. 
Definition 1.2.23[55]. A proper and convex functional 0 : E ^- R U {+00} is said 
to be subdifferentiable at a point x G £", if there exists a point /* € E* such that 
(l>(y)-4>{x)>(r,y-x), VyeE, 
where /* is called a subgradient of <;!> at x. The set of all subgradients oi (p at x is 
denoted by d(f){x). The mapping d(j): E ^ 2^* defined by 
d4>{x) = {/* e E*: 4>{y) - m > {f\y - ^), "^y e E} 
is said to be subdifferential of 0 at x. 
Definition 1.2.24[55]. Let (p : E -^RU {+00} be a proper and subdifferentiable 
functional and let P : £ ' - > £ ' * be a mapping. If, for any given point x* e E* and 
p > 0, there exists a unique point x E E satisfying 
{P{x) -x*,y-x)+ pcp{y) - p<j){x) > 0, Vy G E. 
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The mapping x* M- X, denoted by Jp'^{x*), is called P-proximal-mapping of 0. 
We have x* - P{x) e pd^{x), it follows that J^'*(x*) = (P + pd(t))~\x*). 
Definition 1.2.25[3,69,131]. Let T : £• ^ £; be a mapping and let XQ e E. 
Assume that Xn+\ = f(T, Xn) defines an iteration procedure which yields a sequence 
of points {xn} C E. Suppose that F{T) = {x e E : T{x) = x} / 0 and that 
{x„} C E converges to some u € F{T). Let {z^} C E and e„ = ||2„+i - f{T. z„)|j. 
(i) If lim e„ = 0 implies hm z„ = u, then the iteration procedure x„+i = 
n—>oo n—>oo 
/ ( r , Xn) is said to be T-stable or stable with respect to T. 
oo 
(ii) If y" Cn < 0 impUes lim Zn = u, then the iteration procedure x„+i = 
/ (T, Xn) is said to be almost T-stable. 
Remark 1.2.9. 
(i) Harder and Hicks [69] demonstrated the importance of investigating the sta-
bihty of various iteration procedures. 
(ii) A stable iteration procedure is almost stable but converse is not true in general, 
see [131]. 
Definition 1.2.26[165]. A functional f : E x E -^ R U {+00} is said to be 
0-diagonally quasi-concave (in short, 0-DQCV) in first argument if for any finite 
set {xi, •,-,•, x„} C E and for any y = X]"=i'^j^t with Aj > 0 and Y.'i=i^i = 
1, mini<t<„/(xj,y) < 0 hold. 
Theorem 1.2.23[50]. Let G be a nonempty convex subset of a topological vector 
space X and f : G x G ^ [—00, +00] be such that 
(i) for each x €: G, y ~> / (x, y) is lower semicontinuous on each compact subset 
ofC; 
(ii) for each y E G, / (x , y) is 0-DQCV in x; 
(iii) there exists a nonempty convex subset Go of G and a nonempty compact 
subset K of G such that for each y e G\ K, there exists x G co(Go U {//}) 
satisfying / (x , y) > 0. 
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Then there exists y E G such that f{x,y) < 0 for all a; G G. 
Theorem 1.2.24[104,106]. Let {an}, {bn} and {c„} be nonnegative real sequences 
satisfying 
a„+i = (1 - Xn)an + KK + Cn, Vn > 0, 
where 
E An = oo; {An} C [0, ll; lim 6„ = 0 and Y^ c„ < oo. 
n=0 n=0 
Then limn^ooOn = 0. 
1.3. VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES A N D VARIATIONAL INCLU-
SIONS 
In this section, we give brief survey of some classes of variational inequalities, 
variational inclusions, systems of variational inequahties and systems of variational 
inclusions. 
I. Variational and Quasi-Variational Inequalities 
Let K" be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a Hilbert space H and let 
a(-, •) : i7 X i^ —> R be a bilinear form. 
Problem 1.3.1. For given f E H*, find x G K such that 
a{x,y-x)>{f,y-x), Vy e K. (1.3.1) 
The inequality (L3.1) is termed as variational inequahty which characterizes the 
classical Signorini problem of elastostatistics, that is, the analysis of a linear elastic 
body in contact with a rigid frictionless foundation. This problem was investigated 
and studied by Lions and Stampacchia [108] by using the projection technique. 
If the bilinear form is continuous, then by Riesz-Frechet theorem, we liavo 
a{x,y) = {A{x),y), Vx,y e H, 
where A : H -> H* is a continuous linear operator. Then Problem 1.3.1 is equivalent 
to the following problem: 
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Problem 1.3.2. Find xe K such that 
{Aix),y-x)>{f,y-x), Vy e K. (1.3.2) 
U f = 0 e H*, then (1.3.2) reduces to the following classical variational in-
equality problem: 
Problem 1.3.3. Find x e K such that 
{A{x),y-x)>0, ^ yeK. (1.3.3) 
In the variational inequality formulation, the underlying convex set K does not 
depend upon the solution. In many important appUcations, the convex set K also 
depends implicitly on the solution. In this case, variational inequality (1.3.1) is 
known as quasi-variational inequality which arises in the study of imi^ulse control 
theory and decision science, see for example [20,21]. Quasi-variational inequality 
was introduced and studied by Bensoussan, Goursat and Lions [19]. To be more 
precise, given a multi-valued mapping K : x ^  K{x), which associates a nonempty, 
closed and convex subset K{x) of H for each x E H, a. typical quasi-variational 
inequahty problem is: 
Problem 1.3.4. Find x E K{x) such that 
a{x,y-x)>{f,y-x), Vy G/^(x). (1.3.4) 
In many important applications, see for example Baiocchi and Capelo [15], Ben-
soussan and Lions [20] and Mosco [110], the underlying set K{x) is of th(^  following 
form: 
K{x) = C + m{x), 
where m : H ^ H is a nonlinear mapping and C is a nonempty, closed and convex 
subset in H. Note that if the m is a zero mapping, then Problem 1.3.4 is same as 
Problem 1.3.1. 
Further, since the general problem of equihbrium of elastic bodies in contact 
with rigid foundation on which frictional forces are developed is one of the most dif-
ficult problems in solid mechanics. Duvaut and Lions [57] investigated the following 
variational inequahty problem with friction: 
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Problem 1.3.5. For / e H*, find x e K such that 
a{x, y-x) + (t){y) - (f){x) >{f,y-x),Vye K, (1.3.5) 
where (() : H ^- M.U {+00} is a proper, convex and lower semicontinuous functional. 
Problem 1.3.5 characterizes the classical Signorini problem with frictional force. The 
existence of its solution has been proved by Glowinski et al. [67] and Necas et al. 
[114]. 
The complete study of boundary value problem arising in the formulation of 
Signorini problem with friction is an interesting problem both in mechanics and 
mathematical points of view. A generalization of the Problem 1.3.5 is the following: 
Problem 1.3.6. Given / G H*, find x G K such that 
a{x,y~x) + b{x,y)-b{x,x)>{f,y-x), ^y E K, (1.3.6) 
where b : H x H -^ R is an appropriate nonhnear form. This type of problems 
have been studied in Duvaut and Lions [57], Kikuchi and Oden [96], Noor [116]. 
The Problem 1.3.6 characterizes the fluid flow through porous media and Signorini 
problems with non-local frictions. For physical and mathematical formulation of the 
inequaUty (1.3.6), see for example Oden and Phes [130]. For related work, see also 
Baiocchi and Capelo [15] and Crank [39]. 
In 1975, Noor [115] extended the Problem 1.3.1 to study a class of mildly nonhn-
ear eUiptic boundary value problems having constraints. Given nonlinear operators 
T,A: H -^ H*, Noor [115] considered the following problem: 
Problem 1.3,7. Find xeK such that 
{T{x),y-x)>{A{x),y~x), ^yeK. 11.3.7) 
Then inequahty (1.3.7) is known as mildly nonlinear variational inequahty. 
Problem 1.3.8. Find x e K such that 
{T(x),y~x) + <f>(y)-(l>{x)>{A(x),y-x), Vy e K, (1.3.8) 
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where 0 : i / —>• E U {+00} is a proper, convex and lower semicontinuous functional. 
Problem 1.3.8 has been studied by Siddiqi et al. [149] in the setting of Banach space. 
We note that the above mentioned classes of variational and quasi-variational 
inequaUties are applicable in the study the boundary value problems of even order 
only. In 1988, Noor [118] introduced and studied the following variational inequality 
problem which characterizes the odd order boundary value problems: 
Problem 1.3.9. Find x E H such that g{x) e K and 
{T{x),g{y)-gix))>0, yg{y) e K, (1.3.9) 
where T,g : H -^ H. Problem 1.3.9 is called general variational inequaUty problem. 
The corresponding general quasi-variational inequality problem to Problem 1.3.9 is 
as follows: 
Problem 1.3.10. Find x E H such that g{x) G K{x) and 
{T{x),g{y) - g{x)) > 0, V^(y) G K{x), (1.3.10) 
which has been considered and studied by Noor [119]. 
Let T,A,S:H-^2^he two multi-valued mappings; let g : H ~> H he a. single-
valued mapping; let ii' : i / ^ 2^ be a multi-valued mapping such that for each 
x E H, K{x) is a nonempty, closed and convex subset of H. Let N : H x H ^ H he 
a nonlinear single-valued mapping, the following problem is considered and studied 
by Noor [124]: 
Problem 1.3.11. Find x e E, uE T{x), v G A{x), g{x) G K{x) such that 
{g{x) + N{u,v),y-g{x)) > 0, Vy G i^(x), (1.3.11) 
which is called multi-valued implicit quasi-variational inequality problem. For ap-
phcations of Problem 1.3.11, see for example [124] and the references cited therein. 
Let N: HxHxH-^Hhe nonhnear single-valued mapping. 
Problem 1.3.12. Find x e H,ue T{x),v e A{x),w G Six) such that g{x) G K{x) 
and 
{Niu,v,w),y-g{x))>0, My e K{x). (1.3.12) 
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Similar to Problem (1.3.12) was introduced and studied by Kazmi and Khan [90]. 
II. Variational Inclusions 
If, in a variational inequality, similar to inequalities (1.3.6) or (1.3.8), the un-
derlying region is the entire space H instead of the nonempty, closed and convex 
subset K oi H and the functional 6(-, •) (or (j){-)) is subdifferentiable, then such type 
of variational inequality is called variational inclusion. Here, we give some classes 
of variational inclusion problems: 
Let A,B,g:H^H and N : H x H ^y H he nonlinear mappings; let M : 
/f —>• 2-^  be a multi-valued maximal monotone mapping. Let 5, T : / / -> 2^ be 
multi-valued mappings and let d(p be the subdifferential of a proper, convex and 
lower semicontinuous functional <;^  ://"—>• R U {+00}. 
Let A: H-^H\ f eH*. 
Problem 1.3.13 Find x G H such that 
{Ax -f,y-x)> v?(x) - ^{y) Vy G H, (1.3.13) 
This problem is called variational inclusion problem and has been introduced and 
studied by Brezis [24] in the setting of reflexive Banach space. 
Problem 1.3.14. Find x G H such that g{x) 6 dom{d(j)) and 
{A{x)-B{x),y-g{x))><i>{g{x))~(j){y), \/y e H, (1.3.14) 
where dom{d(j)) denotes the domain of dcf). 
Variational inclusion problem (1.3.14) has been introduced and studied by Has-
souni and Moudafi [70]. 
In addition, li (j) = SK, where SK is the indicator function of a nonempty, closed 
and convex set K in H, defined as: 
To, ii x eK, 
SAx) = I 
[ +00, if x ^ K. 
Then Problem 1.3.14 reduces to a variational inequality problem similar to Problem 
1.3.7. 
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Problem 1.3.15. Find xeH, u^ S{x), v G T{x) such that {g-m){x) e dom{d(i>) 
and 
{u-v,y-{g- m){x)) > (j>{{9 - m){x)) - <t>{v), "iy G H, (1.3.15) 
where (p — m) is defined as 
{g — m){x) = g{x) — m{x), Vx G H. 
Problem 1.3.15 is called generaUzed quasi-variational inclusion problem and has been 
introduced and studied by Kazmi [81]. 
Problem 1.3.16. Find x e H such that 
ee{A-B){x) + M{g{x)), (1.3.16) 
where 6 is the zero element in H. Problem 1.3.16 has been studied by Adly [1]. 
Clearly for M = d<j), Problem 1.3.16 reduces to Problem 1.3.14. 
Problem 1.3.17. Find x e H, u e T{x) and v G S(x) such that 
0 G N{u, v) + XM{g{x)), (1.3.17) 
where A > 0 is a constant. Problem 1.3.17 has been studied by Noor et al. [129]. 
Further, it has been studied by Chang [26], Chang et al. [27] and Chidunie et al. 
[32] in the setting of Banach space. 
Let A, B,C : H ^ CB{H) bemulti-valued mappings; let N,rj : HxH ^ H and 
g : H —^ H he single-valued mappings and let (p : H x H -^RU {+co} be a proper 
functional such that for each fixed x E H, 4>{-, x) : H ^^ ]RU{-|-oo} is a proper, lower 
semicontinuous and 77-subdifferentiable [47,52] on H and dom{d.^(f){-, x)) r\g{H) ^ 0. 
Problem 1.3.18. Find x e H, ue A{x), v G B{x), z G C{x) such that 
{N{u,v),v{y,g{x))) > 4>{9{x),z) - cP{y,z), Vy G H. (13.18) 
Problem 1.3.18 is called generalized quasi-variational-like inclusion problem and 
has been introduced and studied by Ding [47]. Problem 1.3.18 is a generalization of 
variational-like inequality problem introduced and studied by Parida et al. [135]. If 
N{u, v) — u — V, Vti, V G H and A, B : H —> H are both single-valued and C is the 
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identity mapping, then problem 1.3.18 reduces to the general quasi-vanational-Uke 
inclusion problem introduced and studied by Ding and Luc [52]. See also Ding [54] 
for similar classes of problems. 
Let A,B,C : E ^ CB{E*) a.nd D : E -^ CB{E) be multi-valued mappings 
andlet N : E* X E* X E* -^ E*, T] : E X E -^ E and g : E -^ E he single-
valued mappings. Let (f) : E x E ^ RU {+00} be a mapping such that for each 
fixed z e E, (/>{•, z) : E -> R U {+00} is a proper, lower semicontinuous and 77-
subdifferentiable [85] on E and d(mi{drj(p{-, z)) D g{E) i- 0. 
Problem 1.3.19. Find x G E, u G A{x), u e B(x), w € C(x) and z e D{x) such 
that 
{Niu,v,w)My,gi^))) > <t>{9{^lz) -<t>{y.z\ ^y e E. (1.3.19) 
Problem 1.3.19 has been introduced and studied by Kazmi and Bhat [85], see 
also Bhat [22]. 
In Problem 1.3.19, if ri{y,g{x)) = y — g{x), Vx, y G E; N{u,v,w) = f{w) — 
M{u,v), where f : E* -^ E*; M : E* x E* -^ E*; g{x) = gi{x) - m{t), where 
gi,m : E -^ E, t e F{x); F : E -^ CB{E), then we have following problem which 
has been introduced and studied by Ding and Xia [55]: 
Problem 1.3.20. Find x e E, u e A{x), v G B{x), w G C(x), z G D{x) and 
t G F{x) such that 
{fiw)-M{u,v),y-(g,{x)-m{t))) > 4>ig^{x)-m{t),z)-<P{y,z), Vy e E. (1.3.20) 
III. Systems of Variational Inequalities and Variational Inclusions 
In 1985, Pang [134] showed that a variety of equilibrium models, for example, 
the traffic equilibrium problem, the spatial equilibrium problem, the Nash equilib-
rium problem and the general equilibrium programming problem can be uniformly 
modelled as a variational inequahty defined on the product sets. He decomposed 
the original variational inequality into a system of variational inequalities and dis-
cussed the convergence of the method of decomposition for a system of variational 
inequahties. Later, it was noticed that variational inequality over product sets 
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and the system of variational inequalities both are equivalent, see for apphcations 
[12,113,134]. Since then many authors introduced and studied various classes of sys-
tems of variational inequalities (inclusions), see for example [62,79,91,101,155,156]. 
Here, we give some classes of systems of variational inequalities (inclusions) 
problems. 
Let K he a, nonempty, closed and convex subset of Hilbert space H and T : 
K -^ H he a nonhnear mapping on K. 
Problem 1.3.21. Find Xi,X2 E K such that 
{pT{x2, Xi) + Xi — X2,a — Xi) > 0, Va G K, 
(1.3.21) 
{XT{xi, X2) + X2 — Xi,a — X2) > 0, \/a E K 
where p > 0, A > 0 are some cosntants. Problem (1.3.21) is called system of varia-
tional inequalities which has been introduced and studied by Verma [154,155]. 
For each i = 1,2, let Ft : Hi x H2 ^>- Hi, rui : Hi —> Hi he nonlinear mappings; 
d4>i be a subdifferential of a proper, convex and lower semi-continuous functional 
(l)i : Hi -^ R; bi : HiX Hi ^ Rihe a. bifunction, which is not necessarily differentiable 
and Ai-. Hi -^ CB{Hi), Tj : /f2 -> CB{H2) he multi-valued mappings. 
Problem 1.3.22. Find (a;i,X2) e Hi x H2 such that 
{Fi{xi,X2),a-xi)>0, V a e i / i , 
(1.3.22) 
{F2{Xi,X2),b-X2) > 0 , VbeH2. 
The system of variational inequahties (1.3.22) has been introduced and studied by 
Kassay et al. [80]. 
Problem 1.3.23. Find (xi,X2) E Hi x H2 such that 
{Fi{xi,X2),yi - xi)i + bi{xi,yi) - bi{xi,xi) > 0, Vyi e Hi, 
(1.3.23) 
{F2{xi,X2),y2 - X2))2 + b2(x2,y2) - b2{x2,X2) > 0, V?/2 G H2. 
Similar to Problem 1.3.23 has been introduced and studied by Kazmi and Khan [90]. 
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Problem 1.3.24. Find (xi,Z2) e Hi x H2, Wi G ri(xi) , U2 G T2(x2), I'l e 
Ai(xi), V2 e A2{x2), V(yi,y2) e //i x H2, such that 
(Fi(Mi,i;i),mi(yi) - mi(a;i))i + 6i(xi,mi(z/i)) - bi{xi,mi{xi)) > 0, 
(F2(M2,V2), "22(^2) -m2(a;2))2 + &2(a^2,m2(y2)) - &2(2;2,'7i2(a;2)) > 0. (1.3.24) 
Similar to Problem 1.3.24 has been introduced and studied by Ding et al. [157] in 
the setting of Banach space. 
Problem 1.3.25. Find (xi,X2) E Hi x H2 such that 
{Fi{xi,X2),a-xi)i + (pi{a)-ipiixi)>0, Va G ifi, 
(1.3.25) 
^ {F2{Xi,X2),b-X2)2 + 'fi2{b)-<P2{X2)>0, V6 G /f2 
Problem 1.3.25 is called system of variational inclusions, which has been introduced 
and studied by Cho et al. [33]. 
Let T, g : H ^ H N : H X H ^ H he single-valued mappings, M : H -^ 2" he 
a maximal monotone mapping, and A, B : H -^ 2^ he multi-valued mappings. 
Problem 1,3.26. Find Xi,2:2 G H such that 
' e€g{xi)-g{x2) + p(T{x2) + Mig{xi))), p > 0, 
(1.3.26) 
. e G ^(0:2) - g{xi) + 7(T(xi) + M{g{x2))), 7 > 0, 
where 0 is the zero element in H. This is called system of general variational 
inclusions, which has been imoduced and studied by Kazmi and Bhat [83]. 
Problem 1.3.27. Find Xi,a;2 eH,ue A{xi), u' G B{xi), v' G A{x2), v' G B{x2) 
such that 
0 G g(xi) - g(x2) + p(N(v, v') + M{g{xi))), p>0, 
(1.3.27) 
© G g{x2) - g{,xi) + -f{N{u, u') + M{g{x2))), 7 > 0, 
where 0 is the zero element in H. This is called system of generalized variational 
inclusions and has been inroduced and studied by Kazmi and Bhat 
For each i = 1, 2, let Fi : Hi x H2 ^ Hi be single-valued mapping let, for each 
Xi G Hi, Mi : Hi ^ 2^ < and Ni{-,Xi) : H -^ 2-^ * be maximal monotone mappings, 
and let ©j be zero vector in Hi. 
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Problem 1.3.28. Find (xi,a;2) £ Hi x H2 such that 
Gi eFi(a;i,X2) + Mi(xi), 
(1.3,28) 
G2GF2(a;i,X2) + M2(x2). 
This system of variational inclusions has been introduced and studied by Peng et 
al. [141]. 
Problem 1.3.29. Find (xi,a;2) e Hi x H2 such that 
Oi G Fi{xi,X2) + Ni(gi{xi),Xi), 
(1.3.29) 
02 G F2{Xi,X2) + N2{g2ix2),X2). 
This system of general variational inclusions has been introduced and studied by 
Kazmi and Khan [91]. 
For each i,j = 1,2, ....,p, let Ai,gi : Hi -^ Hi, Fi, d : H^^i f^j -^ ^i be single-
valued mappings, Tji : Hj -» CB{Hi) be a multi-valued mapping, Mi : Hi y Hi -^ 
2^' be Pi-maximal monotone mapping [50] in the first argument, and let 9^ be zero 
vector in Hi. 
Problem 1.3.30. Find (xi,a;2, ...,Xp, t/n,yi2,..., yip, y2i, ^ 22, •••, y2p, •••,ypi,yp2, •••, ypp) 
such that for each i = 1,2,...,p,Xi G Hi,yu G Tii{xi),y2i G T2i{x2), ....yp^ G Tp,{xj,) 
and 
Qi G Fi(a:i, X2, •.-, Xp) + Giiyn, yi2,...., yip) + Mi{gi(xi), x,). (1.3.30) 
Problem 1.3.30 has been introduced and studied by Ding et al. [50]. 
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CHAPTER 2 
SYSTEM OF GENERAL VARIATIONAL INCLUSIONS 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most important and interesting problems in the theory of variational 
inclusions is the development of numerical methods which provide efficient and im-
plementable algorithms for solving variational inclusion and its generalizations. The 
method based on proximal-point mapping is a generalization of projection method 
and has been widely used to study the existence of solution and to develop iterative 
algorithms for variational inclusions, see for example [1,31,32,45,52,70,76,81,84,89, 
123,145,146]. 
In 1985, Pang [134] showed that a variety of equilibrium models, for example, 
the traffic equihbrium problem, the Nash equilibrium problem and the general equi-
librium programming problem can be imiformly modelled as a variational inequaUty 
defined on the product sets. He decomposed the original variational inequahty into 
a system of variational inequalities and discussed the convergence of method of 
decomposition for system of variational inequalities. Later, it was noticed that vari-
ational inequality over product sets and the system of variational inequalities both 
are equivalent, see [12,63,113,134] for applications. Since then many authors, see 
for example [10,37,63,80,98,113] studied the existence theory of various classes of 
system of variational inequaUties by exploiting fixed-point theorems and minimax 
theorems. On the other hand, only a few iterative algorithms have been constructed 
for approximating the solution of system of variational inequahties. In 2001, Verma 
[154] studied the approximate solvabihty of a system of nonhnear strongly monotone 
variational inequalities based on system of projection methods. Recently, Kazrni and 
Bhat [83,88], Kazmi and Khan [91], and Cho et at. [33] extended the work of Verma 
[154] to systems of variational inclusions using the systems of proximal-point map-
ping methods. 
We remark that most of the works on approximate solvability of variational 
inclusions and systems of variational inequahties has been done in the setting of 
Hubert spaces. 
Very recently, Kazmi and Bhat [89] studied the convergence and stability analy-
sis of perturbed iterative algorithms for some classes of general variational inclusions 
in Banach spaces. 
Motivated and inspired by the work given in [1,89,91], we consider a system of 
general variational inclusions (in short, SGVI) involving m-accretive mappings in 
real g-uniformly smooth Banach spaces. Using proximal-point mapping technique, 
we prove the existence and uniqueness of solution and suggest a Mann type per-
turbed iterative algorithm for SGVI. Furthermore, we discuss the convergence and 
stability analysis of Mann type perturbed iterative algorithm. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows. 
In Section 2.2, we formulate a system of general variational inclusions (in short, 
SGVI) involving m-accerative mappings in g-uniformly smooth Banach spaces and 
discuss some of its special cases. 
In Section 2.3, we define some concepts. Further, we give the fixed-point for-
mulation of SGVI. Using this fixed-point formulation, we prove the existence of a 
unique solution of SGVI. 
In Section 2.4, we give some known concepts and results which are nec^ ded in 
the proof of main results. Further, we construct a Mann type perturbed iterative 
algorithm for SGVI and discuss its convergence analysis. Furthermore, we prove 
that the Mann type pertinrbed iterative algorithm is stable. 
2.2. FORMULATION OF PROBLEM 
In this section, we formulate SGVI in g-uniformly smooth Banach spaces and 
discuss some of its special cases. 
Throughout the rest of the chapter unless otherwise stated, we assume tliat, for 
each i = 1,2, Ei is ^j-uniformly smooth Banach space with norm |j • \\i. 
Let for each i = 1,2, gi,Ai,Bi : Ei ^ Ei be nonlinear mappings; let F : 
El X E2 -^ El, G : El X E2 -^ E2 he two nonlinear mappings, and let M : Ei -^ 2^', 
N : E2 -> 2^2 be mj-accretive mapping, respectively, such that gi{x) e domainM(-) 
for all X e El, g2{x) G domainiV(-) for all x E E2. We consider the following system 
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of general variational inclusions (SGVI): 
Find (x, y) e El X E2 such that 
F{Ai{x),A2iy)) + M{gi(x))3ei; . 
GiBiix),B2iy)) + N{g2{y))Be2, ^'''^ 
where 61 and 62 are zero vectors of Ei and E2, respectively. 
Some Special Cases: 
(1) If El = E2 = E, a. Banach space, Ai = Bi, F = G, M = N, gi = (72, then 
SGVI (2.2.1) reduces to the general variational inclusion studied by Kazmi 
and Bhat [89]. 
(2) If El = E2 = H, a. Hilbert space, Ai = B^ M = N, gi = 52, F{x,y) = 
G{x,y) = X — y, Vx,y € H then SGVI (2.2.1) reduces to the variational 
inclusion studied by Adly [1]. 
2.3. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTION 
First, we define the following concepts. 
Definition 2.3.1. Let A-,5'i : Ei -)• Ei and let F : Ei x E2 -^ Ei he nonlinear 
mappings. We say that 
(a) the mapping x -f Fi{Ai{x)^A2{y)) is ai-strongly accretive with respect to ^i 
if, for all xi, X2 e Ei, y e E2, 
{F{Ai{xi),A2{y))-F{Ai{x2),A2iy)),J,,{gi{xi)~gi(x2))) 
>(^i\\9i{xi)-gi{x2)\\f; 
(b) the mapping (x,y) ->• F(Ai{x),A2{y)) is {Pi,ai)-mixed Lipschitz continuous 
with respect to gi and ^2 if, for all Xi,X2 & Ei, yi,y2 E E2, 
\\FiAi{xi),A2{yi))-F{Ai{x2\A2{y2))h 
<Pi\\9i{xi)-9i{x2)\\i + (Ji\\g2{yi)-g2{y2)\\2-
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The following lemma, which give the fixed-point formulation of SGVI, is an 
immediate consequence of the definitions of J^, J ^ for pi,p2 > 0. 
Lemma 2.3.1. For any {x,y) E Ei x E2, {x,y) is a solution of SGVI (2.2.1) if and 
only if (x, y) is a fixed point of the map Q : Ei x E2-^ Ei x E2 defined by 
Q{x,y) - {T{x,y), S{x,y)), V(x,y) e E, x E2, 
where T : Ei x E2-^ Ei and S : Ei x E2-^ E2 defined by 
T{x,y) = x-g^{x) + J^^[g^ix)-p,FiA,{x),A2{y))] 
S{x,y) = y-g2{x) + J^[g2{y)-p2G{B,{xlB2{ym 
pi, P2 > 0 are constants; J^ = {I + piM)~^ and Jp^ = {I + P2N)-\ 
Next, by involving Lemma 2.3.1, we estabhsh the following theorem which in-
sures the existence of solution of SGVI (2.2.1). 
Theorem 2.3.1. For each z = 1,2, let Ei be ^j-uniformly smooth Banach space, let 
(x,y) —> F{Ai{x),A2{y)) be ai-strongly accretive in the first argument and (/3i, CTI)-
mixed Lipschitz continuous with respect to ^1 and ^2; let (x, y) -> G{Bi{x),B2{y)) 
be a2-strongly accretive in the second argument and (/?2,o'2)-mixed Lipschitz con-
tinuous with respect to gi and ^2; let M : Ei ^ 2^' and N : E2 ^^ 2^^ ^^ such that 
M and A^  are rui-accretive and m2-accretive mappings, respectively. Suppose that 
constants Pi,P2 > 0 satisfy the following condition: 
(1 - pigiai + C,,y9f/?f )l/<7i + p^p, < 1, 
(1 - P2q2a2 + c,,pf a f )V92 + p^^, < 1, r2.3.i) 
where Cq^ and Cg^  are positive constants. Then SGVI (2.2.1) has a solution. In 
addition, if for each z = 1,2, gi is one to one, the solution is unique. 
Proof. Consider the mappings for each i •= 1,2, ft, hi : Ei -^ Ei defined by 
/i(x) = Ai{x), when X is an arbitrary element of P]f^(x) 
/2(t/) = A2{y), when y is an arbitrary element of £^^ (^y) I /'o 9 9\ 
hi{x) = Bi{x), when f is an arbitrary element of 5f^(x) j ^ • • ) 
h2{y) — B2{y), when y is an arbitrary element of 2^^ (^77) J 
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then we easily observed that fi and hi are well defined. Hence we see that SGVI 
(2.2.1) is equivalent to system of variational inclusions (SVI): Find {x, y) e Ei x E2 
such that 
F{h{x),f2{y)) + M{x) 3 Gi; 
G(Mx),f2{y)) + N(y) 3 Q^. ^ ' ' ' ' ^ 
Further, by definitions of F, G, fi,hi and given assumptions, we have that the 
mapping {x,y) —)• F(/i(x),/2(y)) is ai-strongly accretive in the first argument and 
(Pi, cri)-mixed Lipschitz continuous, i.e., 
{F{h{xi)j2{y))-F{Mx2)j2{y)),J,Axi-X2)) > a,\\x,-X2\\V, 
and 
| |F(/i(a:i) , /2(yi))-Wi(x2),/2(y2)) | | < PiWxi - X2h + a,\\y, - y^h-
Similarly, we have that the mapping (x,y) —>• G(fi{x), /2(y)) is a2-strongly ac-
cretive in the second argument and (/?2, cr2)-mixed Lipschitz continuous. 
Furthermore, as in Lemma 2.3.1, we can easily see that SVI (2.3.3) has a so-
lution if and only if the mapping Q' : Ei x E2 -^ Ei x E2 defined by Q'{x,y) = 
{T'{x,y), S'(x,y)) for all (x,y) e Ei x E2, has a fixed point where 
T'ix,y) = J^Ax-p,F{U{x), f2{y))] . _ .. 
S'{x,y) = J^^[y - p2G{h,{x), h2{y))l ^'-^'^ 
and pi, P2 > 0 are constants. 
Hence, it is sufficient to show that the mapping Q' defined by (2.3.4) has a 
unique fixed point. Since J^ is nonexpansive, we have the following estimate: 
\\T'{x,,y,)-T'{x2,y2)h 
= \\Jil[x,-p^F{h{x{), f2{yi))]-J^A^2-piF{f,{x2)^ /2(2/2))]||l 
< \\xi - X2 - Pi[F(/i(a;i), /2(yi)) - F{Mx2), /2(t/i))]|h 
+ P1\\F{MX2), /2(yi)) - F{MX2), /2(2/2))||l (2.3.5) 
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Now, 
| |x i -x2-pi[F( / i (xi) , /2(yi))-F(/i(x2), hiyiMW 
< ||Xi - X2||f - Pigi(F(/i(Xi), /2(yi)) - F(/i(X2), /2(yi)), ^ ( X i - X2))i 
+ c,:Pr IIWi(xi), /2(yi)) - Wi(x2), /2(yi))|ir 
< ||xi -X2| | f -P i9 ia i | | x : -X2| |f +c,,pf/?ri |xi -X2||f. (2.3.6) 
and 
\\F(Mx2), f2{yi)) - FiMx2), My2))\h < ^ilbi - 2/2II2 (2.3.7) 
Prom (2.3.5), (2.3.6) and (2.3.7), we have that 
\\r(x,,yi) - n^2,t/2)lli < (1 - Pigiai + c,,pf Pl'YH^i - X2h + pi^illyi - y2h. 
(2.3.8) 
Next, we have the following estimate: 
| |5 '(xi,yi)-5'(x2,y2)| |2 
= ||J,^[yi-piG(/ii(xi), h2{yx))]-J^,[y2-P2G{hr{x2). h2{y2))]h 
< \\yx - y2 - P2[G(/j,(xi), /i2(yi)) - G{hr{x,), /i2(y2))|||2 
+ P2||G(/ll(xi), /I2(y2)) - G(/li(x2), /I2(y2))|i2 
< [l-p2g2a2 + C,,p|Vf^]^/'^||t/i-y2|(2 + P2/?2||xi-X2(|i. (2.3.9) 
Prom (2.3.8) and (2.3.9), we have 
WT'ixuyi) - r'(x2,y2)||i + \\S'{x^,y^) - 5'(x2,y2)||2 
< max{A;i,A;2}(l||xi-X2||: + | |yi-y2||2]) (2.3.10) 
where ki = li + p2/92 and k2 = h + Pic^i; 
h ••= [1 - PiQiai + c,,pf/?f ]'/^^; (2.3.11) 
h := [1 - P292a2 + c.^pfafY^'^ (2 3.12) 
Now, define the norm )| • ||* on Ei x E2 by 
\\{^,y)\U = lla^ lli + l|y||2, V(x,2/) e Fi X E2. (2.3.13) 
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Since {Ei x E2, \\ • ||*) is a Banach space. Hence it follows from (2.3.10)-(2.3.11) 
that 
\\Q'ix,,yi)-Q'{x2,y2)\U < max{h,k2}\\ix^,y,) - {x2,y2)\U. (2.3.14) 
Since max{A;i, k2} < 1 by condition (2.3.1), it follows from (2.3.14) that Q' is a 
contraction mapping. Hence, by Banach contraction principle, there exists a unique 
{x,y) e El X E2 such that 
Q'ix,y) = {x,y), 
which implies that SVI (2.3.3) has unique solution and hence SGVI (2.2.1) has a 
solution. Further, it is clear that if ^1 and ^2 are one-to-one mappings, SGVI (2.2.1) 
has a unique solution. This completes the proof. 
2.4. ITERATIVE ALGORITHM, CONVERGENCE AND STABILITY 
ANALYSIS 
In this section, we suggest a Mann type perturbed iterative algorithm and 
discuss its convergence and stability analysis. 
In view of Lemma 2.3.1, the fixed-point formulation of SVI (2.3.3) given by 
(2.3.4) allow us to suggest the following iterative algorithm: 
Mann Type Perturbed Iterative Algorithm (MTPIA) 2.4.1. For given 
(^0, yo) ^  EiX E2, compute approximate solution (xn, j/n) given by iterative schemes: 
Xn+i = ( l - a „ ) x n + a„J^^"K-piF( / i (x„) , /2(y„)) ] (2.4.1) 
yn+l = {'i--an)yn + anJ^^''[yn- P2G{hi{Xn),h2{yn))] (2.4.2) 
where n = 0,1,2, • • •; pi,p2 > 0 are constants; {a„} is a sequence of real numbers 
oo 
such that a„ 6 [0,1] and ^ a„ = oo; {M„} is a sequence of mi-accretive mappings 
n=0 
approximating M, {Nn} is a sequence of m2-accretive mappings approximating N. 
We recall the following definition. 
Definition 2.4.1 [91](Stability). Let £^1,^2 be real Banach spaces; let T : Ei x 
E2 -> El and S : Ei x E2 -^ E2. Let Q : Ei x E2 ^ Ei x E2 he defined 
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as Q{x,y) = {T{x,y),S{x,y)) for any (x,y) E Ei x E2, and let (xo,yo) e ^1 x 
E2. Assume that (xn+uVn+i) = f{Q,Xn,y„) = {g{T,Xn,yn),g{S,Xn,yn)) define an 
iteration procedure which yields a sequence of points {{xn,yn)} in E-[X E2- Suppose 
that F{Q) = {{x,y) e Ei x E2 : {x,y) = Q{x,y)} y^ 0 and {{xn,yn)} converges to 
some {p,q) £ E{Q). Let {{un,Vn)} be an arbitrary sequence in Ei x E2 and £„ = 
\\(un+i,Vn+i) - fiQ, Xn, yn)\\, foi all Ti > 0. If lim e„ = 0 implies that lim (u„, v„) = 
(p, q), then the iteration procedure defined by {xn+i, yn+i) = fiQ,Xn,yn) is said to 
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be Q-stable or stable with respect to Q. If V] e„ < +00 implies that lim (u„,u„) = 
n=0 "^°° 
(p,q), then the iterative procedure {(x„,y„)} is said to be almost Q-stablc. 
We note that Definition 2.4.1 can be viewed as an extension of concept of 
stability of iteration procedure given by Harder and Hicks [69], see also [106,134]. 
Harder and Hicks [69] demonstrated the importance of investigating the stability of 
vaxious iteration procedures. 
Now, we discuss the convergence analysis of the sequences generated by MTPIA 
2.4.1. 
Theorem 2.4.1 (Convergence). Let, for i = 1,2; Ei, qi, Ai, Bt, F, G, M, N be the 
same as in Theorem 2.3.1 and let condition (2.3.1) of Theorem 2.3.1 hold. If the 
sequences {M„} and {Nn} are graph-convergent to M and A^ , respectively, then the 
approximate solution {xn,yn) generated by MTPIA 2.4.1, converges strongly to the 
solution of SGVI (2.2.1). 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.3.1 that there exists a unique solution (x,y) € 
El X E2 of SVI (2.3.3) which is the solution of SGVI (2.2.1) and is unique when gt 
is one to one for each i = 1,2. 
Setting P{x,y) := x -piF{fi(x), f2{y)), from MTPIA 2.4.1 and nonexpansivity 
of J^", we have 
\\x„^i-x\U = (l-a„)||x„-x|h+a„|)Jjf"(P(a:„,y„))-J^^(P(:r,2/))| |i 
< (1 - an)\\xr, - x\U + a„|| J,^"(P(x,„yO) - ^pf"(^(^, y))||i 
+ an\\J^,''{P{x,y))-j;;{P{x,y))h 
< {l-a„)\\xn-x\\i+an\\P(x,„y„)-P{x,y)\\i+anen (2.4.3) 
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where 6„ : - || J,^f"(P(a;,y)) - J^,{P{x,y))\\i. 
Next, we have the following estimate: 
\\P{xn,yn) - P{x,y)\h < h\\xn-x\\i+pia,\\yn-y\\2 (2.4.4) 
Prom (2.4.3) and (2.4.4), we have 
Ikn+i-xll i < ( l -an) | |a ;n-a; | | i+a„[/ i | |a ;„-x | | i+picr i | |y„-y | |2] + ane„ (2.4.5) 
where h is given by (2.3.11). 
Similarly, we have 
bn+l-yh < {l-an)\\yn-y\\2 + an[l2\\yn-yh+p2P2\\Xn-x\\i]+an^n (2 .4 .6 ) 
where ,en = \\J^''[y-P2G{hi{x),h2{y))]-J^,[y-p2G{h,{x),h2{ym\2, and/a is given 
by (2.3.12). 
Prom (2.4.5) and (2.4.6), we have 
\\{xn+i,yn+i)-ix,y)\U < {l-ctn)\\{xn,yn)-{x,y)\U+an max{ki,k2}\\{xn,yn)-{x,y)\U 
+ Q;„(e„ + ^„) 
= [l-a„(l-max{A;i,fc2})]||(x„,2/n)-(x,?/)||»+ a„(e„ + („) 
where ki = h + P2P2, k2 = I2 + PiO"i-
Setting: 
an = \\{xn,yn)~{x,y)\\*; Xn = (1 - max{A;i, A;2})Q„; 
bn = (1-max{/i;i,A;2})"^(e„ + ^,i); c„ = 0, V n. 
Prom condition (2.3.1), it follows that max{fci,fc2} < 1- Clearly {A„} C [0,1] 
oo oo 
such that ^ An = oo, since ^ Q;„ = oo. Purther, it follows from the graph con-
n=0 n=0 
vergence of {M„} and {Nn}, and hence lim 6„ = 0. Thus, it follows from Theorem 
n—>cxD 
1.2.24 that On —>• 0 as n -> oo, i.e., 
||(x„,y„) - (x,y)||*-^ 0 as n-> oo. 
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Thus, {xn,yn) converges strongly to the solution {x,y) of SGVI (2.2.1). This 
completes the proof. 
Finally, we show that MTPIA 2.4.1 is stable. 
Theorem 2.4.2 (Stability). Let, for each i = 1,2, Ei, gi,Ai,Bi, F, G, M, N be 
the same as in Theorem 2.3.1 and let condition (2.3.1) of Theorem 2.3.1 hold. Let 
the sequences {Mn} and {Nn)} be graph convergent to M and A'', respectively. Let 
{{un,Vn)} be any sequence in Ei x E2 and define {6n} C [0,oo) by 
Sn = \\{Un+l,Vn+l) - {C,D)\\^, (2.4.7) 
where 
C := (1 - an)un + anJ^,"- [un " />iF(/i(«„), h{vr,)\; (2.4.8) 
D := (1 - a„)^„ + a„Jjj" Vn-P2G{hi{un), h2{vn) ; (2.4.9) 
oo 
n = 0,1,2, • • •; Pi, p2 > 0 are constants; «„ € [0,1] and ^ Q„ = oo. Then 
n=0 
(a) liYj^n< oo, then lim {un,Vn) = {x,y)\ 
n=0 "^°° 
(b) If lim {un,Vn) = {x,y), then lim 5n = 0, 
n—>oo n—>oo 
where (x,t/) is a solution of SGVI (2.2.1). 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.3.1 that there exists unique solution (x, y) of SVI 
(2.3.3), which is a solution of SGVI (2.2.1), i.e.. 
X = J, x-p,F{h{x),h{y)) 
y = J^,[y - P2G{h,{x)M{y)) 
oo 
Suppose that ^ 5„ < oo. Prom (2.4.7)-(2.4.9), we have 
n=0 
\\{Un+l,Vn+l)-ix,y)\U < <5n + | | C - x | | i + | | £ ) - t / | | 2 . (2.4.10) 
Using the same arguments for obtaining (2.4.5) and (2.4.6), we have 
l|C'-2;||i < ( l - a „ ) | | « „ - x | | + Q „ / i | |u„-x | |+/9icr i | |v„-y | |2 + a„e„. (2.4.11: 
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\\D-y\\2 < {l-an)\\Vn-y\\+Cin\l2\\Vn-y\\+p202\\Un-x\\i\+anin- (2 .4 .12) 
FVom (2.4.10) to (2.4.12), we have 
||(u„+i,-yn+i)-(a:,2/)||* < 5n+[l-(l-max{A;i,A;2})Q;n]||(w„,'y„)-(a;,y)||«. (2.4.13) 
Setting: 
On = \\{un,Vn) - {x,y)\\*] Xn = (1 - max{A;i, fc2})a„; 
bn = (1-max{fci,/c2})~^(en + Cn); Cn = 6n, V n. 
oo oo 
It follows from (2.4.1), a„ e [0,1] and ^^ a„ = oo that A„ e [0,1] and Yl ^n = oo. 
n=0 n=0 
Further it follows from the graph convergence {M„} and {Nn} and Theorem 1.2.11 
that e„ —>• 0; ^n —>• 0 as n -4 oo, and hence lim 6„ = 0. Thus, it follows from 
n—KX) 
Theorem 1.2.24 that a„ —>• oo as n —^  oo, i.e., lim {un,Vn) = {x,y). This completes 
n—>oo 
the proof of (a). 
Next, assume that lim {un,Vn) — {x,y). Then 
n—>oo 
Sn < ||(wn+i, Vn+i) " (x,y)\U + ||(C,D) - {x,y)||. 
< \\{un+i,Vn+i)- (a;,y)||, + [l-(l-max{A;i,A;2})an]||(Mn,^^n) - ix,y)\\, 
—> oo as n —>• oo, 
i.e., hm 6n = 0. This completes the proof of (b). 
n—>oo 
We remark that the technique and results presented here improve the corre-
sponding techniques and results for the variational inequalities and variational in-
clusions in the hterature, see for example [1,89]. Using the technique presented in 
this chapter, one can extend these results for the system of n-general variational 
inclusions. Moreover, it is of further research interest to extend the technique pre-
sented here for iterative approximation of solution of system of general variational 
inclusions involving multi-valued mappings. 
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CHAPTER 3 
SYSTEM OF GENERALIZED IMPLICIT VARIATIONAL 
INCLUSIONS 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent past, the methods based on different classes of proximal-point map-
pings have been developed to study the existence of solutions and to discuss conver-
gence and stabiUty analysis of iterative algorithms, for various classes of variational 
inclusions, see for example [3,31,47,52,55,56,76,77,82,85,87-89,91,92,95,106,107,164]. 
In early nineties, Shi [147] studied variational inequality problems by making use 
of Wiener-Hopf equations, see also [143]. Since then the Wiener-Hopf equations have 
been used to develop efiScient numerical methods for solving variational inequalities 
(inclusions) by a number of researchers, see for example Kazmi and Bhat [86] and 
the references cited therein. 
Recently, Ding and Xia [55] introduced the concept of P-proximal-point map-
ping for a nonconvex, proper, lower semicontinuous and subdifferentiable functional 
on Banach space and proved its existence and Lipschitz continuity. Very recently. 
Sun et al. [152] introduced the notion of M-proximal-point mapping on Hilbert space 
and used it to develope iterative algorithm for a class of variational inequalities. 
Motivated and inspired by the work going on in this direction, in this chapter, 
we give the notion of Af-proximal-point mapping for a nonconvex, proper, lower 
semicontinuous and subdifferentiable functional on Banach space and prove its ex-
istence and Lipschitz continuity. Further, we consider a new system of generalized 
imphcit variational inclusions in the setting of Banach spaces, which includes as 
special cases many known and new classes of variational inequalities (inclusions). 
Using the concept of M-proximal-point mapping, we establish an equivalence 
between the system of generalized implicit variational inclusions and a new system 
of implicit Wiener-Hopf equations. Using this equivalence, we suggest an iterative 
algorithm for the system of implicit Wiener-Hopf equations. Furthermore, we prove 
the existence of solution of the system of generalized implicit variational inclusions 
and discuss the convergence criteria of iterative sequences generated by iterative 
algorithm. Finally, we show that the iterative algorithm is stable. The theorems 
presented in this chapter generaUze many known and important results under Hilbert 
spaces as well as reflexive Banach spaces setting in recent literature, see for example 
[55 and the references cited therein]. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows. 
In Section 3.2, we give the notion of M-proximal-point mapping defined on real 
Banach space and prove its existence and Lipschitz continuity. 
In Section 3.3, we consider a system of generalized implicit variational inclu-
sions (in short, SGIVT) in real Banach spaces and discuss some of its special cases. 
Further, we consider the system of Wiener-Hopf equations (in short, SIWHE) re-
lated to SGIVI. Furthermore by using the concept of M-proximal-point mapping, 
we establish an equivalence relation between SGIVI and SIWHE. 
In Section 3.4, using the equivalence relation between SGIVI and SIWHE, we 
suggest an iterative algorithm for SIWHE. Further, we prove the existence of solution 
of SGIVI and discuss convergence analysis and stability of the Iterative Algorithm. 
3.2. M-PROXIMAL-POINT MAPPINGS 
First, we give the notion of M-proximal-point mapping. 
Definition 3.2.1. Let A, B : E -^ E he single-valued mappings, M : E x E -^ E* 
be a nonlinear mapping. Then 
(i) M{A,.) is said to be a-strongly monotone with respect to A if there exists a 
constant a > 0 satisfying 
{M{Ax, u) - M{Ay, u),y - x) > a\\x - t/f, Vx, y,ueE; 
(ii) M{.,B) is said to be /3-relaxed monotone with respect to B if there exists a 
constant ^ > 0 satisfying 
(M(u, Bx) - M{u,By),y ~ x) > -(3\\x - y\\\ \/x,y,ue E; 
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(iii) M{.,.) is said to be aP'Symmetric monotone with respect to A and B if M{A,.) 
is a-strongly monotone with respect to A and M{.,B) is /3-relaxed monotone 
with respect to B with a> (5 and a = /5 if and only x = y, Vx, y ^ E\ 
(iv) M(.,.) is said to be (^i,^2)-"^^3;ed Lipschitz continuous if there exist constants 
6,^2 > 0 satisfying. 
\\M{x,u)-M{y,v)\\<^i\\x-y\\+^2\\u-v\\, Wx,y,u,v e E. 
Definition 3.2.2. Let A,B:E^Ehe single-valued mappings. Let (j) : E -^ 
R U {+00} be a proper and subdifferentiable (may not be convex) functional and 
M : ExE -^ E* he a, nonlinear mapping. If for any given point x* G E* and p > 0, 
there exists a imique point x ^ E satisfying 
{M{Ax,Bx) -x\y-x)+ p<P{y) - pcP{x) > 0, Vy G E, 
then the mapping x* —>• x, denoted by Mp'^{x*)^ is called M-proximal-point mapping 
of (p. Clearly, we have x* — M{Ax, Bx) G pd(j){x) and then it follows that 
M'^\x*) = {M{A,B) + pd<f>)-\x*). 
Remark 3.2.1. 
(i) If M{A, B) = P , where P : E -^ E* he a, nonhnear mapping and 0 is a proper 
and subdifferential functional on E then the M-proximal-point mapping of 0 
reduces to the P-proximal-point mapping of 0 discussed by Ding and Xia [55]. 
(ii) U E = H, a Hilbert space, and 4>isa, proper, convex and lower semicontinuous 
functional on E and M is the identity mapping on H, then the Af-proximal 
mapping of (f) reduces to the usual proximal-point (resolvent) mapping of cp on 
Hilbert space. 
Now, using the technique similar to the techniques given in [55,86], we prove 
the following results which guarantee the existence and Lipschitz continuity of the 
M-proximal-point mapping of a proper, lower semicontinuous and subdifferential 
functional 4> on Banach space. 
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Theorem 3.2.1. Let E he a reflexive Banach space. Let M : E x E -^ E* he 
a^-symmetric monotone continuous with respect to A and B; let for any given 
X* e E*, the fimction h(y,x) = (x* - M{Ax,Bx),y - x) be Q-DQCV in y and 
let (f) : E -^ R\J {+cx)} be a proper, lower semicontinuous and subdifferentiable 
functional, which may not be convex. Then for any given constant p > 0 and 
x* G E*, there exists a unique x E E such that 
{M{Ax,Bx)-x*,y-x)>p(l>(x)-p(i){y), ^y e E, (3.2.1) 
that is X = M^^(x*). 
Proof. For any given M : E x E -> E*, p > 0 and x* e E*, define a functional 
f : E X E -^ RU {+00} by 
f{y, x) = {x* - M{Ax, Bx), y - x) + p(p{x) - p(j)(y), My, x e E. 
Since M is continuous and (p is lower semicontinuous, for any y E E, the map-
ping X H^  f{y, x) is lower semicontinuous on E. Next, claim that /(y, x) satisfies 
condition (ii) of Theorem 1.2.23. Indeed, let there exist a finite set {yi,..., j/m} C E 
and XQ = YALI ^iVi ^i^h Ai > 0 and Y.'tLi Aj = 1 such that 
{x* - M{Axo, Bxo), yi - XQ) + pcpixo) - p(p{yi) > 0, Vz = 1,2,..., m. 
Since (p is subdifferentiable at XQ, there exists a point /* G £^ * such that 
p4>{yi) - PH^O) >p{f*,yi-xo), Vz = 1,2, ...,m. 
Hence we must have 
{x* - M{Axo, Bxo) - pf*, yi - XQ) > 0. 
On the other hand, since/i(y,Xo) = {x* — M{AxQ,Bxo)—pf*,y-xo) isO-DQCV 
in y, we have 
00 
0 < ^Xi{x*-M{Axo, Bxo)-pf*,yi~xo) = {x*-M{Axo,Bxo)-pf*,XQ-XO) = 0, 
n=0 
which is a contradiction. Hence f{y,x) satisfies condition (11) of Theorem 1,2.23 
Now, take a fixed y e dom^. Since (f) is subdifferentiable at y, there exists a point 
/* e E* such that 
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f{y, x) = {x* - M{Ax, Bx), y - x) + p(i){x) - p(f>{y) 
> {M{Ay, By) - M{Ax, By), y - x) 
+{M{Ax, By) - M{Ax, Bx), y - x)) + {x* - M{Ay, By), y - x)) 
+p{r,x-y) 
> a\\y - xf - P\\y - xf - (||x*|| + ||M(Ay, By)\\ + p | | r j|)||y, a:)i| 
> (a - P)\\y - xf - {\\x*\\ + \\M{Ay, By)\\ + p\\r\\)\\y - x\\ 
= 11^  - a:||[(a - P)\\y ~ x\\ - {\\x*\\ + \\M(Ay, By)]] + p\\r\l)]. 
Let r = - ^ ( | | a ; * | | + \\M{Ay,By)\\ + p\\r\\), and K ^ {x e E, \\y - x\\ < r}. 
Then Go = {y} aiid K are both weakly compact convex subsets of E and for each 
X E E\K, there exists y G co((?oU {x}) such that f{y,x) > 0. Hence all conditions 
of Theorem 1.2.23 are satisfied. By Theorem 1.2.23. there exists x e E such that 
f{y,i) < 0 for all 2/ G E, i.e., for any given x* G E*, 
{M{Ax, Bx) -x*,y-x)> p(t){x) - p(t){y), Vy G E. 
Next, we show that i is a unique solution of problem (3.2.1). Suppose that 
Xi,X2 G E are any two solutions of problem (3.2.1). Then we have, for any given 
X* G E*, 
{M{Axi, Bx~i) -x*,y-xi)> p(j){xi) - p(i){y), \/y G E, (3.2.2) 
{M{Ax2, Bx~2) -x*,y- x^) > p(t>{x2) - p0(y), Vy G E. (3.2.3) 
Taking y = £2 in (3.2.2) and y = Xi in (3.2.3) and then adding the resulting 
inequalities, we obtain 
{M{Axu Bxi) - M{Ax2, BX2) - £2X1) > 0, 
{M{Axi,BX2)-M{Ax2,Bx2),xi~x~2) + {M{Axi,Bxi)-M{Axi,Bx2),xi-X2) < 0, 
a\\xi - X2f - P\\x, - X2f < 0, 
(a~P)\\x,~X2f<0 
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and hence we have Xi = X2. This completes the proof. 
Remsirk 3.2.2. Theorem 3.2.1 shows that for any a/3-symmetric monotone map-
ping M : ExE -^ E* and p > 0, the M-proximal-point mapping M^'^ : E*xE* -^ E 
of a proper, lower semicontinuous and subdifferentiable functional (p is well defined 
and for each x* eE*,x = M^'^{x*) is the unique solution of the problem (3.2.1). 
Theorem 3.2.2. Let £" be a reflexive Banach space. Let M : E x E -r E* he 
a/?-symmetric monotone continuous with respect to A and B; let for any given 
X* G E*, the function h{y,x) = {x* - M{Ax,Bx),y - x) be Q-DQCV m y; let 
<p : E -¥ Ru {+00} be a proper, lower semicontinuous and subdifferentiable func-
tional and let p > 0 be any given constant. Then the M-proximal mapping M^"^ of 
(f) is 1/(0; — /3)-Lipschitz continuous, i.e., for any xl,X2 G E*, 
\\M'/{xl) - M f (x*)|| < ^ \ \ x l - x;\\. 
Proof. For any given xl,X2 G E*, we have Xi = M^*(xi) and X2 = M^'^{x*2) such 
that 
(M(Axi,Ba;i)-a; t ,?/-Xi)>p(^(xi)-p(^(2/) , ^yeE, (3.2.4) 
and 
{M{Ax2,Bx2)-x*2,y-X2)>p(t>{x2)~p(t>{y), yyeE. (3.2.5) 
Talcing y = a;2 in (3.2.4) and y = Xi in (3.2.5) and then adding the resulting 
inequalities, we obtain 
{M{Axi,Bxi) — M{Ax2,Bx2),xi — X2) < {x^ — xl,xi — X2), 
which implies 
{M{Axi, BX2) - M(Ax2, Bx2),xi - X2) 
^{M{AxuBxi) - M{Axi,Bx2),xi - X2) < \\x\ -a;2llll^i - ^2!! 
Since M be a/J-symmetric monotone continuous with respect to A and B, 
a\\x, - X2f - (5\\xr - x^f < \\x\ - x^||||xi - X2\\ 
1 i2;i -X2\\ < n\\A-A\ 
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Thus 
WM^'ixl) - M^'^ixm < X i Xn 
a-0 
This completes the proof. 
3.3. FORMULATION OF PROBLEM A N D SYSTEM OF IMPLICIT 
WIENER-HOPF EQUATIONS 
For each i = 1,2,3, let Ei a be real Banach space with norm (j • \\i and let E* 
be its dual space with norm || • ||*i; let ylii,^2i,^3t : Ei -^ CB{E*), Di : Ei ^>-
CB{Ei) be multi-valued mappings; let Ni : El x E^ x E^ ^ E* and gi : Ei -^ Ei 
be single-valued mappings; let (pi : Ei x Ei -^ R L) {+00} be such that for each 
fixed Zi G Ei,(j)i{-,Zi) : Ei ^^ R^ {+00} is a proper, lower semicontinuous £ind 
subdifferentiable and gi{Ei) ridomd(f>i(-,Zi) ^ 0. We consider the following system 
of generalized imphcit variational inclusions (in short, SGIVI): 
Find {xx,X2, Xa, Wn,iti2,1*13, W21, W22, "23, "31, «32, "33, zx.zi, 23) such that for each 
i = 1,2,3, Xi e Ei, Uii G Aii{xi), Ui2 G Ai2{x2), Uij, G Ai2,{xz), Zi G Di{xi), and 
{Ni{uii,Ui2, Ui3), Pi - gi{xi)) > (pi{gi{xi), Zi) - (j)i{yi, Zi), Myi G Ei. (3.3.1) 
Some Special Cases: 
If El = E2 = Es = E, a Banach space ; N{u,v,w) — f{w) - M{u,v), where 
f : E* -^ E*; M : E* x E* ^ E*; g{x) = gi{x) - m{t), where m,gx : E ^ E, i G 
Fix); F : E ^ CB{E), then SGIVI (3.3.1) reduces to the following generalized 
variational inclusion considered by Ding and Xia [7]: Find x E E,u e A{x),v G 
B{x), w G C{x), z G D{x), t G F{x) such that 
{f{w) - M{u, v),y - {g,{x) - m(i))) > <t>{gi{x) - m{t), z) - <P{y, z), Vy G E. 
We remark that for the appropriate and suitable choices of mappings A",!.,.,.), 
(f)i{.,.), An, A2i, Azi, Di, gi and the underlying space Ei, one can obtain from SGIVI 
(3.3.1) many known and new classes of generalized variational and quasi-variational 
inequalities (inclusions) studied by many authors as special cases, see Hassouni and 
Moudafi [70], Kazmi [81] and the related references cited therein. 
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Next, we generalize the concept of stabilty of an iteration procedure given by 
Osilike [131] and Kazmi and Khan [91]. 
Definition 3.3.1. Let Ei,E2, Ez be real Banach spaces; let ^i : £^ 1 x E2 x £3 -> Ei, 
S2 • El X E2 y- Ez -^ E2, S3 : El X E2 X Ez ^ E3. Let T : Ei x E2 x 
E3 ^ El X E2 X Ez be defined as T{x,y,z) = (Si(x,y, z), S2{x,y, z), S3{x,y, z)) 
for any {x,y,z) e Ei x E2 x E3 and let {xo,yo,zo) e Ei x E2 x E3. Assume 
t h a t {Xn+l,yn+l,Zn+l) = f(T,Xn,yn,Zn) = (^(5'i , rC„+i, ?/„+i, ^ „ + i ) , ^ ( 5 2 , X„+i , t/„+i 
, Zn+i),g{S3, Xn+i,yn+ii ^n+i)) dcfines an iteration procedure which yields a sequence 
of points {{xn, yn, •^ n)} € Ei X E2 X E3. Suppose that F{T) = {(x, y, z) e Ej XE2X 
E3 : {x,y,z) = T{x,y,z)} ^ 0 and {(x„,y„,Zn)} converges to some (p,g,r) G 
F(T). Let {{un,Vn,Wn)\ be an arbitrary sequence in Ex x E2 x E3 and e„ = 
\\{un+i,Vn+i,Wn+i)-f{T,Un,Vn,Wn)\\ Vn > 0. If lim €„ = 0 implies lim (u„,u„,i(;„) 
n—voo n->oo 
{p, q,r), then the iteration procediure defined by {xn+i,yn+i, Zn+i) = f{T, Xn, Vn, ^n) 
oo 
is said to be T-stable or stable with respect to T. If ^  £„ < +00 imphes that 
n=0 
lim {un,Vn,'Wn) — (p,?,^), then the iteration procedure {{xn+i,yn+i,Zn+\)] is said 
n—>-oo 
to be ahnost T-stable. 
Let Bii,Bi2 : Ei-^ Ei {i — 1,2,3) be nonlinear mappings and dom{Mi{Bii, 
Bi2)) ngi{Ei) ^ 0 and dom{Mi{Bii,Bi2)) n MI^'^-'''\E*) ^ 0, for each 2, e E,. 
First, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3.1. {xi,X2,X3,Uii,Ui2,Ui3,U2i,U22,U23,U3i,U32,U33,Zi,Z2,z:i), where 
Xi e Ei, Mil e Aii{xi), Ui2 e Ai2{x2), Ui3 G Ai3{x3), Zi G A(xi) [i = 1,2,3) is a 
solution of SGIVI (4.1) if and only if for each i = 1,2,3, 
gi{xi) = Mff'^-'''\{Mi{Bii,Bi2)ogi){xi)-piNi{uii,Ui2,u,3)). 
where Mpf^^'''^'' denotes Mj-proximal-point mapping oi4>i{-, Zi) for each fixed Zi G E^; 
Mi{Bii,Bi2) o Qi denotes Mi{Bii, 812) composition gi, and pi > 0 is a constant,. 
Related to SGIVI (3.3.1), we consider the following system of implicit Wiener-
Hopf equations (in short, SIWHE): 
Find iPi,P2,P3,Xi,X2,X3,Uii,Ui2,ui3,U2i,U22,U23,U3i,U32,U33,zi,Z2,Z3), where 
Pi G E*, Xi e Ei,Uii G Aii{xi),Ui2 G Ai2{x2),Ui3 G Ai3{x3),Zi G D^{x^) (/ = 1.2,3) 
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such that 
Ni{un,Ui2,Ui3) + pr^R^pf^^''^\pi) = Oi, (3.3.2) 
where pj > 0 is a constant; 0i is a zero element in E*; Rp^''^'' := U — Mi{Bii, 812) o 
MJ**^'^*^ and li-.El-^ E; is an identity mapping. 
The following theorem shows that SGIVI (3.3.1) and SIWHE (3.3.2) are equiv-
alent. 
Theorem 3.3.2. SGIVI (3.3.1) has a solution (xi,a;2,2;3,Uii,«i2,ui3,U2i,U22,^^23, 
M31, W32, W33, zi, zi, 2:3) if and only if (pi,P2,P3, a;i, X2, X3, tfn, 1*12, Wis, "21, U22, «23, «3i, 
W32, W33, z\, Z2,23) is a solution of SIWHE (3.3.2), where 
5i(x,) = M^f^^-''*\piy, (3.3.3) 
Pi = {Mi{BiuBi2)ogi){xi) - piNi{uii,Ui2,Ui3), (3.3.4) 
where pi > 0 is a constant. 
Proof. Let (xi,X2,a;3,tiii,Wi2,Wi3,W2i, "22, W23,«3i, ^ 32,^33, ^i, 22,23) be a solu-
tion of SGIVI (3.3.1), then by Theorem 3.3.1, we have 
gi{xi) = M^f*^-'''\{Mi{Ba,Bi2) o gi){xi) - piNi{uiuUi2,u,3)). (3.3.5) 
Using the fact ifpf'^'"'^ = h - Mi{Bii,Bi2) o Mpf'^''"'^ and (3.3.5), we have 
RdM'^i)[(^Mi{Bn, Bi2) o gi){xi) - PiNi{un,Ui2, Ui^)] 
= {Mi{Bii,Bi2)ogi){xi) -piNi{uix,Ui2,Uiz) 
-MiiBn,Bi2) o M^f^^''^\iMi{Bi,,5^2) ogi){xi) - piNi{un,Ui2,u,^)) 
= {Mi(Bii, Bi2) ogi){xi) - PiNi{uii,Ui2,Uiz) - {Mi{Bii, Bi2) o g,){x^} 
= -PiNi{Uii,Ui2,Ui3) 
which implies 
Ni{un,Ui2,ua) - p;'Rff'^''^\pi) = 6^ 
with Pi = {Mi{Bii, Bi2) o gi){xi) - piNi{uii, Ui2, Ui^). 
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Conversely, let (pi,P2,P3,xi,X2, xz, MH, W12,"is,«2i, "22,«23,""31,"32, ^^ 33, ^i, 22, ^3) 
be a solution of SIWHE (3.3.2), then 
PiNi{ua,Ui2,Uiz) - -I^pt'^''^\pi) = {Mi{Ba,B,2) o M^f^^-'''^)ipi) - p,. (3.3.6) 
Prom (3.3.3), (3.3.4) and (3.3.6), we have 
PiiVi(un,Wi2,Ui3) = (Mi(Sa,5i2)oM^^/*(-'^*))((Mi(Sa,Bi2)o5i)(xi)-PiA^i(ua,t^i2,ni3)) 
- {Mi{Bii, Bi2) o gi)(xi) + PiNi(uii,Ui2, Uiz) 
(MKBii,Bi2)opi)(xO = (Mi(5a,Si2)oM^^'^'(-'^*>)((M(Bii,B,2)o^,)(^i)-AA'i(^^i>«i2,u^3)) 
which implies 
Qiixi) = M^f*^-^''\iMi{Bn,Bi2) o gi){xi) - PiNi{un,Ui2,Uiz)). 
Hence (xi, X2,0:3, Wu, "12, "13, U21, "22, ^23, "31,^ ^32, W33, -21,-^ 2, ^3) is the solution of SGIVl 
(3.3.1). This completes the proof. 
Next, SIWHE (3.3.2) can be rewritten as 
PiNi{ua,Ui2,Ui3) ^ -R^pf'^'''\pi) 
which implies 
Pi = {Mi{Bn,Ba) o Mff'^-^'^'^) (pi) - PiNi{uiuUi2,uts) 
= {Mi{Bii,Bi2)ogi)(xi) - PiNi{uii,Ui2,Ui3). (3.3.7) 
3.4. ITERATIVE ALGORITHM AND MAIN RESULT 
The fixed-point formulation (3.3.7) of SIWHE (3.3.2) and Nadler technique [112] 
allow us to suggest the following iterative algorithm. 
Iterative Algorithm 3.4.1. For i = 1,2,3, given p° e E*, 2;° 6 Ei, < G Afi(x?), 
u-2 e 1^^ 2(3:2)) w^ 3 e Aiz{x^), zf e Di{x°), compute the sequences {pf}, (x"}, 
{ii"i}, {u"2}, {""3}, {zi"} defined by the iterative schemes: 
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^.(xD = M,?'(-'^")(pr); (3.4.1) 
ul e Aa{x^) : IK"^^ - < i | | * i < (1 + (1 + n)-^)H*i(Ai(xr^) , Ai(xr)); 
< 2 e A2(X5) : IKz" ' - < 2 l l * 2 < (1 + {l + n)-')n.2{A2{xr'),Ai2{x'^)y, 
<3 € A3(2:?) : \\u^' - uFalks < (1 + (1 + n)-i)?/,3(^i3(xr^), ^3(2:?)); 
zr G A(xr ) : \\zr' - ^^lli < (l + (l + n)-^)?^,(A(a:r ' ) , A(xr)); 
p r ^ = (1 - 7 n K + 7n[(M,(Ba,Bi2) o50(:rr) - PiN,{u^,u'^,^g)], (3.4.2) 
where n = 0,l,2,. . . ; p i > O i s a constant and 0 < 7„ < 1 are relaxation parameters, 
and fii and "H+i be Hausdorff metric on CB(Ei) and CB{E*), respectively. 
Now, we prove the existence of solution of SIWHE (3.3.2) and discuss conver-
gence analysis and stability of Iterative Algorithm 3.4.1. 
Theorem 3.4.1. For i = 1,2,3, let Ei be a real reflexive Banach space; let M : 
Ei X Ei ^ E* be ai/3t-symmetric monotone continuous with respect to Bii,Bi2. 
Let for any given x* G E*, the functions hi{yi,Xi) = {x* - Mi{Bii,Bi2){xi),y, -
Xi) be Q-DQCV in j/j. Let <pi : Ei x Ei -^ R \J {+00} be such that for each 
fixed Zi G Ei, (j)i{-, Zi) : Ei -^ RU {+00} be a proper, lower semicontinuous and 
subdifferentiable on Ei] let Aii,A2i,A3i : Ei -> CB{E*) and Di : Ei-^ CB(Ei) be 
Alt", \2i- ^3i-'H*i and Aoi-Ht-Lipschitz continuous. Let Qi be fcj-strongly accretive. 
Let Mi{Bii,Bi2) o Qi be AMrLipschitz continuous; let Ni : E* x E* x E* -^ E* be 
(Cti,Ct2,63)-i^xed Lipschitz continuous. Suppose that there exist constants c, > 0 
such that for Zi, z'i e Ei, v*i e E* (i = 1,2,3), 
\\M^M-'^<\v:) - M;t'^-'''\v:)\\i < c,\\zi - z[U (3.4.3) 
and Pi > 0 such that 
(^il^Mi+Y^Pj^jiXjij < 1, (3.4.4) 
where 
6,::= 
y/ki + 1.5 + cfXl/ " « i - A 
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Then, for each 2 = 1,2,3, iterative sequences (p"}, {a;"}, {M"I}, {""2}, {^"3}, Ui"} 
generated by Iterative Algorithm 3.4.1 strongly converge to Pi, Xi, un, Ui2, Ujs, zi, 
respectively and (pi,P2,P3,3:i,X2,X3,Un,Ui2,Ui3,U2i,U22,U23, U3i,U32,U33,zi,Z2,zs) 
is a solution of SGIVI (3.3.1). 
Moreover, let {g"} be any sequence in E* and define {rf"} C [0,00) by: 
y i K ) = M,?'^-'^)(gr); (3.4.5) 
v^, e Aa{w^) : IK1+' - w?il|.i < ( ! + (! + n)-')H.,{Aii«^'), An{w\% 
y^2 e Ai2{w^) : Wul,"-' - v^2\U2 < (1 + (1 + n)-')n.2{Ai2{w^^'), Ai2{w'^)); 
u^3 e Aiziw^) : ll^r^ - «?3||.3 < ( ! + ( ! + n)-')n.3{Asiw^^'), Asiw^,)); 
z^ e A « ) : l l ^ r ' - nWi < ( ! + (! + n)-')niiDi{wr'), A « ) ) ; 
d7 = | | g r ^ - ( l - 7 n ) ? r - 7 u ( ( M i ( B n , B i 2 ) o 5 0 « ) - P i A ^ i « , ^ 2 , ^ r 3 ) ) l l * i , (3.4.6) 
where n = 0,1,2,...; p, > 0 is a constant and 0 < 7„ < 1 are relaxation parameters. 
Assume that there exists Pi> 0 such that 
3 
a-'i^M, + Pi ^ ( 1 + ej)^ijXij) < 1, (3.4.7) 
i=i 
bi 
af 
Then \im{q^,w^,v^i,u^2^u^3^z^) = iPi,Xi,Uii,Ui2,ua,Zi) if and only if lim df = 0. 
n—foo n—>cx) 
Proof. Prom Iterative Algorithm 3.4.1 and ^^.-Lipschitz continuity of Mi{...) o ^j 
we have 
\\pr'-pr%i < ii(i-7n)pr' 
+7„[Mi(Ba,5i2) o^i(x;^+i) - p i iVi«j-*- i ,</ \<3+i) j 
- [ ( 1 - 7n)pr + 7n[(M(Bn, 5^2) O pi(xr) - P^Niiu'^,U^, a'^,)\U 
< {I - ln)M^' - P?\U 
+7n\mi{Bn,B,2)ogi){x^+') - Mi{Bn, Bi2) o g^ix^^r 
-7nPi\mul^'X,^\ul+') - Niiul,ul,ul^,)\U 
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(3.4.8) 
+ 7 n P i | | i V i « \ < 2 ' " \ < 3 ' ' ) - Niiul,ul,ul)U]. 
Since Ni is (^ii,^i2,63)-niixed Lipschitz continuous and An, v4j2, ^is, A are Aji-, 
-^ 12") Ai3-'?{,i, Aoj-Ki-Lipschitz continuous, the preceding inequality gives 
M^'-P7^%i < ( i -7n ) ib r - pn*i+ynXMMxr'- xni 
3 
+7nPi(l + (1 + n)-')Y^^ijn.jiMxr'),Mx^)). (3.4.9) 
Now, using Theorem 1.2.6., we have 
\\x7'-'-xni - \K^'- xr - 9i{x2^') + gi{x?) + g^ixr') - giixml 
< \\9iix7^') - 9i{x?)\\l 
-2{g,{xr') - 9i{x7)+xr' ~ x^jixr' - xr))*i 
< \\gi{x7^') - gi{x?)\\l - 2{gi{xr') - giix^Jixr' - x7)U 
-2{xr' - x^,j{x^+' - xn)«. (3.4.10) 
Now, 5i is fcj-strongly accretive and A is A£).-? i^-Lipschitz continuous, from (3.4.10) 
and Iterative Algorithm 3.4.1, we have 
-2ki\\xr'-xni-2\\xr'-xni 
< 2|iMp?'^'^"")(pr^)-M,?'(-'^"")(pr)ii? 
+2||M,?'^-""')(pr)-M,?^(--\pr)ii? 
-2{k + i)\\xr'- xni 
-2(k, + l)\\xr'- xU'i 
\K^'~ x-Wi < alM^'~ pn.i, (3.4.11) 
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where af = ' = and h 
Hence, from (3.4.9) and (3.4.11), we have 
ib r ' - p r i « < (1 - 7n(i - arAMj)iipr' -PiU 
"'i*r +7nPi(l + (1 + n)-')J2^ijK^a]\\p]^' - p] 
Therefore, 
E \\Pi^' - Pi'^'lU = (1 - 7n(l - ^n)) iZ \\Pi^' - PiW*^ <3.4.12) 
i = l t = l 
where 
On - m p i ar(AA/< + (1 + (1 + n)-')J2^iJ>^ij) 
Letting n -> oo, we see that 9n ^ 6, where 
9 = m p I ai{XM, + E 6jAij) > , a^  = 
i=i J ^fci + 1.5 - c?A2,^  
Define norm || • ||. on £; = El x E^ x E^ by 
\\{yi,y2,y3)\\* = \\yi\Ui + \\y2\U2 + WyalU, ^yi e Ei. 
Thenitisea5ytoseethat(£;, ||.| |,)isaBanachspace. Definey„+i = (p"+\p2^\p3+^). 
Then we have 
iiy"^ ' - y"\u = \\pr' -pn*i + \\pr'-pn*2+\\pr'-Ps\u (3.4.13) 
Prom condition (3.4.4), we have 0 < ^ < 1, and hence there exists UQ > 0 and 
00,70 e (0,1) such that (1 - 7„(1 - 6^)) < (1 - 7o(l - ^o)) for all n > TIQ. Therefore. 
from (3.4.12) and (3.4.13) 
lly"+' - y"||* < (1 - 7o(l - eo)M - vVU Vn > no. (3.4.14) 
It follows from (3.4.14) that 
11?/"^ ' - y'% < (1 - 7o(l - ^o))"-"1|y"°+^ - yo"1l*, Vn > no. (3.4.1.5) 
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Hence, for any m > n > UQ, it follows that 
m—1 
\\pT-Pi\U<\\y'^-y''\U<T.\\y'^'-y'\\* 
i=n 
m—1 
< E ( l - '^ 0(1 - ^o)r"°||t/'^^' - y"1k (3.4.16) 
i=n 
Since 0 < (1 - 7o(l - ^0)) < 1, it follows from (3.4.16) that ||p^ - p^lU -^ 0 as 
n —>• 00, and hence {p"} is a Cauchy sequence in Ei. By the same argument, it 
follows that {^2} a^ nd {^3} are also Cauchy sequences, i.e., {p"}, i = 1,2,3, are 
Cauchy sequences in Ei. Assume pf -^ pi in £•, as n —>• 00. We also observe from 
(3.4.11) that {x^} is a Cauchy sequence and hence assume that x" —>• Xj in Ei as 
n —>• 0 0 . 
Now, from Iterative Algorithm 3.4.1, we have 
\\<^' - <\Ui = (1 + (1 + n)-')n.Mii(^r'), Anix'l)) 
Since ||x"||i is Cauchy sequence, it follows from the preceding inequahty that {uj\} 
is a Cauchy sequence and hence we assume that u^i —> un as n -> 00. Similarly, we 
can show that {u^j}, {^ ^^ 3} ^^^ {^?} ^^^ Cauchy sequences. Hence, we assume that 
u"2 —> Ui2, ufg -> Ui3 and z" ^ Zj as n —>• 00. 
Next, we claim that un e Aii{xi). 
d{uii,Aii{xi)) < ||uii - < i | | , i + d(ufi,Aii(xi)) 
< \\uii-u^,\U + n.i(Aa(x^),Aa(x,)) 
< \\uii - w"i||*i + Aji||x" - xilli -» 0 as n ^ 00. 
Since /lii(xi) is closed, we have un e Aii{xi) (i = 1,2,3). Similarly, Ui2 G 
^12(2^2), Ui3 G Ai3{xi). The continuity of (/i,pi, Ail,yli2,Ai3,Di, Mi(Bii,Bi2) o 
gi, Mp, ' '''* and Iterative Algorithm 3.4.1 ensure that (pi,P2,P3, xi,X2, X3, ui,, U12, 
Wi3,W2i,W22,W23, "31, «32, "33, ^i, 22, .Zs) is a solution of SIWHE (3.3.2). Hence, we 
have 
Pi = (1 - 7n)Pi + Kn[{Mi{Bn, Bi2) O gi{Xi) - PiNi{Un,Ui2, Uis)]. 
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Thus it follows from Theorem 3.3.2 that (zi, X2, xz, MU, Wi2,1*13, ^21,^ 22,^ 23, U31, 
W32, W33, Zi,Z2, Z3) is a solution of SGIVI (3.3.1). 
Now, suppose that lim rfj* = 0, we have 
n—>oo 
\\Q?^'-Pi\Ui 
= 11(1 - 7n)9r + 7n((Mi(5a,Bi2) o ^ i ) « ) - PiNi{u^,u^„u^)) -pi\U 
+ \\qr' - (1 - ln)q? - 7n((Mi(Sa,5i2) O 5 0 « ) " PiNi{u^„n^„v^,))u 
< (1 - 7 n ) | k r -Pilln + 7n||(Mi(Ai,5,2) o ^ 0 « ) - iMi{BiuBi2)ogi){x'l)\U 
Since A^^ is (^ii,^i2,^i3)-mixed Lipschitz continuous and An, Ai2, A3, A are 
Ail-, Ai2-, Xi3-H*i, AjDj-Ht-Lipschitz continuous, the preceding inequality gives 
\\q?^'-Pi\Ui < {l-^n)\\q?-Pi\U+lnXM,\K - ^ iWi 
3 
+7nA- E ( l + ^i)^'y^0fK - XJWJ + < (3.4.17) 
Further, we have the following estimation: 
\\K-Xi\\i<<4'U-Pi\U (3.4,18) 
where 
a, = , , bi := 
Hence, using (3.4.18) in (3.4.17), we obtain 
Ikr^ ~Pi\Ui < (1 - 7n(i - <4'XMMK-Pi\U 
3 
+lnPi X ) ( l + ^j)^ijXijay \\qj ~ pj\\,j + dJl 
j=i 
Therefore, 
3 3 
E 119^' - PiU < (1 - 7n(l - max e^)) E M - P^\Ui 
i=l i=l 
+7n(l - max e^) X ,^^'=^ ' ,,,., (3 4.19) 
7„(1 - m a x j 6';') 
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where 
3 
ei' = af (AM. + Pi Y.{1 + ^MiJ^ij)-
Prom condition (3.4.7), it follows that 6^' G (0,1). 
Setting: 
Cn = I k ? - P i II«; 
7^1 = 7n(l - maxi Oi*), Vn; 
^n = 0, Vn. 
It follows from Theorem 1.2.24 and (3.4.18) that ^^ -^ 0 as n ^ oo, i.e., 7" -^ Pi 
as n ^ 00. Also using (3.4.18) and the ?^-Lipschitz continuity of the mappings 
Aii,Ai2,Aiz, and A , we can show that w" -^ Xi, u i^ -^ un, u^2 "^ ^J2, ^^Ts ~^ 
Wt3, 2? -^ Zi. Hence lim (9f,u;?,u7i,w72,Wi3'^) = {Pi,Xi,un,Ui2,Ui3,Zi). 
n-+oo 
Conversely, suppose that hm {q^, wf, tZ i^, M72> " T S ; ^ ) = (Pi^ ^ i . ^ti, Ui2, Uis, 2,). 
n—>oo 
Then (3.4.6) implies that 
+11(1 - 7n)9f + 7n((M(B,i,B,2) o 5 , ) « ) - PiiV,(ur„u?2>^3)) -Pill*. 
< lk«""^ ' - Pi||« + (1 - 7n)||gr - Pill« + 7nAMj|< - Xi\U 
+lfnPi Ej=l (ijlKj - UijlUi 
-» 0 as n —>• 00. 
Hence, c^ -^ 0 as n —>• cx) for each z = 1,2,3. This completes the proof. 
We remark that the technique presented here can be used to study the vaxious 
generalizations of SGIVI (3.3.1) involving multi-valued mappings. 
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CHAPTER 4 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR A SYSTEM OF 
PARAMETRIC GENERALIZED VARIATIONAL 
INCLUSIONS 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, much attention has been given to develop general techniques 
for the sensitivity analysis of solution set of various classes of variational inequaU-
ties (inclusions). Prom the mathematical and engineering point of view, sensitivity 
properties of various classes of variational inequalities can be provide new insight 
concerning the problem being studied and can stimulate ideas for solving problems. 
The sensitivity analysis of solution set for variational inequalities have been studied 
extensively by many authors using quite different techniques. By using the projec-
tion technique, Defermos [40], Mukherjee and Verma [111], Noor [125] and Yen [161] 
studied the sensitivity analysis of solutions of some classes of variational inequalities 
with single-valued mappings. By using the imphcit function approach that malces 
use of so-called normal mappings, Robinson [144] studied the sensitivity analysis of 
solutions for variational inequalities in finite-dimensional spaces. By using proximal-
point mappings technique, Adly [1], Noor [126] and Agarwal et al. [2] studied the 
sensitivity analysis of solution set of some classes of variational inclusions involving 
single-valued mappings. By using projection and proximal-point mappings tech-
niques. Ding and Luo [51], Liu et al. [105], Park and Jeong [138], Ding [49], and 
Kazmi and Khan [93,94], studied the behavior and sensitivity analysis of solution 
set for some classes of generalized variational inequalities (inclusions) involving mul-
tivalued mappings. It is worth mentioning that most of the results in this direction 
have been obtained in the setting of Hilbert space. 
Motivated and inspired by recent work given in [4,91,93,94,138-140], in this 
chapter, we consider a system of parametric generalized variational inclusions (in 
short, SPGVI) involving i2-accretive mappings in uniformly smooth Banach spaces. 
Further, using /?-proximal-point mapping technique and the property of the fixed-
point set of multi-valued mappings, we study the behavior and sensitivity analysis 
of the solution set for SPGVI. Furthermore, the Lipschitz continuity of the solution 
set of SPGVI is proved under some suitable conditions. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows. 
In Section 4.2, we formulate a system of parametric generalized variational 
inclusions (SPGVI) in uniformly smooth Banach spaces and discuss some of its 
special cases. 
In Section 4.3, we give some concepts which are needed in the subsequent sec-
tions of this chapter. Further, we transfer SPGVI into the fixed-point problem. 
In Section 4.4, we prove that the solution set of SPGVI is nonempty and closed. 
Further, we prove that the solution set of SPGVI is Lipschitz continuous with respect 
to the parameters. 
4.2. FORMULATION OF PROBLEM 
In this section, we formulate SPGVI in uniformly smooth Banach spaces and 
discuss some of its special cases. 
Throughout the chapter, unless otherwise stated, for each i = 1,2, we assume 
that Ei is uniformly smooth Banach space with norm || • \\i, and denote the duaUty 
pairing between Ei and its dual E* by (•,-)i. Let C{Ei) denote the family of all 
nonempty compact subsets of Ei^ and let %{{•,•) denote the Hausdorff metric on 
C{Ei). 
Let 0.1 and O2 be nonempty subsets of Ei and E2, respectively, in which 
parameters A and jx takes the values; let Ri : Ei —> Ei; gi : Ei x Q,i -^ Ei] 
P,F : El X E2 X Qi X ^2 -^ El and let Q,G : Ei x E2 x Oi x ^2 ^ E2 be 
single-valued mappings such that g "^ 0 and let A,C : Ei x Q^ ^ C{Ei) and 
B,D : E2 X O2 ^ C{E2) be multi-valued mappings. Let M : Ei x Qi -^ 2^'' be 
a i?i-accretive mapping and N : E2 x Q2 -^ 2^^ i-,g g, i?2-accretive mapping in the 
first argument such that gi{x,\) e domM(-,A) and 2^(2/,A*) G domiV(-,/i), for all 
X e Ei,y e E2,X e J^i,// G 0,2- For each (/i,/2,A,/x) e Ei x E2 x fli x Q2, we 
consider the system of parametric generalized variational inclusions (SPGVI): 
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Find (x,y,u,v,w,z) such that (x = x(A), y = y{fi)) e Ei x E2, u = u{X) e 
A{x, A), V = v{n) e B{y, fi), w = w{X) e C{x, A), z = z(/x) G D{y, n), and 
r fi e F{x,y,X,n) + Pi%v,X,n) + M{gi{x,X),X), ,^^^. 
\ /2 G G(x,y, A, Ai) + g(w,z, A,/i) + A^(p2(y,M), A^ )-
Special Case: 
If El = £2^ H, a. Hilbert space; F = G; Ri = R2; fi = f2 = Q, zero vector 
of /f; P = Q = 0; 5 = D = 0; 5 = 51 = 52; C- = 0; F{x,y,X,fi) = F{x,X) for 
all {x,y,X,fi) e El X £2X^1 X Q2, then SPGVI (4.2.1) reduces to the problem of 
finding x = x{X) E H such that 
0 G F ( X , A ) + M ( 5 ( X , A ) , A ) , 
which has been studied by Adly [1]. 
Now, for each fixed (A,/i) eflix Q2, the solution set 5'(A,/x) of SPGVI (4.2.1) 
is defined as 
g(X a) •= / ^^^ ^^^^'y ^ ^^^^^ EEIX E2,u^ u{X) G A{x, A), v = v{ix) G B{y,/j), 
^ ' ^ '' • \ w = w{X) G C(x, X),z=: z{fi) G D{y, //), such that 
fieF{x,y,X,n) + P{u,v,X,n) + M{gi{x,X),X), 1 ^^  
f2 e G{x,y,X, fx) + Q{w,z,X, fi) -h N(g2iy, ^), ^i). / ^ ' ' ^ 
The aim of this chapter is to study the behavior and sensitivity analysis of the so-
lution set S{X, fx), and the conditions on mappings A, B, C, D, F, G, P, Q, M, TV, g^, Ri; 
under which the solution set ^(A,//) of SPGVI (4.2.1) is nonempty and Lipschitz 
continuous with respect to the parameters (A,/x) G i7i x 0,2-
4.3. FIXED-POINT PROBLEM 
First, we give some concepts which are useful in establishing the results of this 
chapter. 
Definition 4.3.1[91]. A mapping gi : Ei x Qi -^ Ei is said to be 
(i) (Lg^JgJ-mixed Lipschitz continuous, if there exist constants Lg^Jg^ > 0 such 
that 
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||^i(xi,Ai)-^i(a;2,A2)||i 
< Lg,\\xi - X2\\i + lg,\\Xi - X2\\, V(2;i,Ai),(x2,A2) G E I xfii; 
(ii) Si-strongly accretive, if there exists a constant Si > 0 such that 
{gi{xuX)-gi{x2,X), Ji{xi-X2))]. > siHxi - X2II1, 
\/(xi,X2,X) £ El X E2 X Qi, where Ji : Ei -^ 2^i be the normaUzed duahty 
mapping. 
Remark 4.3.1. When A is fixed, then mixed Lipschitz continuity of gi impUes 
Lipschitz continuity in the first argument. 
Definition 4.3.2[91]. A multi-valued mapping A : Ei x Qj -> C{Ei) is said to 
be (L^,^^)-?^!-mixed Lipschitz continuous, if there exist constants LA,IA > 0 such 
that 
ni{A{xi,Xi),A{x2,X2)) < i : . i | |x i -a :2 | | i+/^ | |Ai-A2| | i , 
V(xi,Ai),(x2,A2)e£i xfli. 
Definition 4.3.3[91]. Let Ri : Ei -^ Ei, gi : EiX^i -^ Ei be nonUnear mappings. 
A mapping F : Ei x £^ 2 x ^1 x f^ 2 -> -E'l is said to be 
(i) {L(^F,\),L(^F,2)-, l{F,i)J{F,2))-iT^ix^d LipscMtz continuous, if there exist constants 
^(F,l). '^(F,2), •^(F,1),-^(F,2) > 0 such thftt 
\\^ixi,yi,Xi,fii) - F(x2,y2,X2,H2)\\i < -^{F,i)lki - X2\\i + L(F,2)\\yi -y2h 
+^(F,l)||Ai - A2II1 + /(F,2)||Pl - /i2i|2, 
V4xi,j/i,Ai,//i), ix2,y2,X2,fi2) eEiX E2xnix Q2; 
(ii) ^i-strongly Ri o gi-accretive in the first argument if there exists a constant 
<^i > 0 such that 
{F{xi,yi,X,n)-F{x2,yuX,n), MRiogi{xuX)-Riogi{x2,X))) > ^i||xi-X2||i, 
Vxi,X2 E Ei,yi e E2, (A,//) e ^1 X Q2, where Ri ogi denote Ri composition 
9\-
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We now transfer the SPGVI (4.2.1) into a fixed-point problem. 
Lemma 4.3.1. For each (/i,/2,A,/i) e Ei x E2 x Q^ x 0,2, ix,y,u,v,w,z) with 
{x = x(A), y = y(/x)) e Ei x E2, u = u{X) G A{x,X), v = v{fi) G B(y,/i), 
w = w{X) e C{x,X), z = z{fj) e D{y,fj,) is a solution of SPGVI (4.2.1) if and only 
if the multi-valued mapping T : Ei x E2 x Qi x Q2 ^  2^^^^^ defined by 
Tix,y,X,fi) = (u{x,y,X,^),V{x,y,X,/^)y (4.3.1) 
where U : Ei x EQXOI xrt2 ^ 2^' and V : Ei x E2 xOi XQ2 -^ 2^2 ^re defined as 
U{x,y,X,^)= U [x-gi{x,X) + J^^^'^^(^Riog,{x,X)-piF{x,y,X,fj,) 
ueA{x,X),v^B{y,fj.) 
-piF(w,t;,A,/i) + p i / i ) ] , (4.3.2) 
V{x,y,X,ij.)= I J y-92{y,fJ-) + J^''''''^(^R2og2{y,t^)-p2G{x,y,X,n) 
w&C(x,X),zeD{y,n) 
-p2Q{w,Z,X,fl)+P2f2J , (4.3.3) 
has a fixed point, where J^^'^^ - (i^i + piM(-, A))-^ Jp^ '^^ ^ = (i?2 + p2Ar(-,M))"' 
and pi,P2 > 0 are constants. 
Proof. For each (/i,/2,A,/x) G £^ 1 x E2 x l^i x Q2, SPGVI (4.2.1) has a solution 
{x,y,u,v,w,z) with (x = x(A) G Ei, y = y{p) G E2, u = u(x,A) G ^(x,A), 
V = v{p) G B{y,p), w = ^(A) G C(x, A), z = z{p,) G D{y,p) such that 51 (x, A) G 
domM(-, A) and5'2(y,A^) ^ domA''(-,)u), for all x G £^i,y G £'2, A G J^i,// G 1^2 if and 
only if 
/ i G F{x,y,X,p)-P(u, V,X,p)+M{gi{x, A), A) 
4^Riogi{x,X)-piF{x,y,X,p)+piP{u,v,X,p)+pifi e iRi+piM{-,X)){gi{x,X}) 
and 
/2 G G(x, y, A, p,)-Q{w, z, A, p)+N(g2{y, p), p) 
^ ^2 0^2(2/,p) -p2G(a;,y, A,p) + p2Q{w, 2, A,p) + ^2/2 6 (i?2 + P2N{-,p)){g2{y,p))-
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Since for each x £ Ei,y € E2,X ^ ^ I , M ) ^ ^2, M(-,X) is /2i-accretive and 
N{-,fji) is /22-accretive, by definition of i?i-proximal-point mapping of Jp^ ' and 
Jp^^''^^ preceding inclusions hold if and only if 
gi{x,X) = J^^^'^^^Riog,{x,X)-piF{x,y,X,n)+piP{u,v,X,n)+pih 
and 
g2{y,n) = Jp^^''''^^R2og2{y,fj)-P2G{x,y,X,fj,)+p2Q{u,v,X,p)+p2f2 , 
i.e., (x, y) e T{x,y,X,p,). This completes the proof. 
4.4. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
The following theorem shows that the solution set of SPGVI (4.2.1) is nonempty 
and closed. 
Theorem 4.4.1. For each z = 1,2, let Ei be imiformly smooth Banach space with 
PEi(t) ^ (kt^ for some Cj > 0; let the mappings R4 : Ei -^ Ei and gt : Ei x Q, -> Ei 
such that gi is Si-strongly accretive and (L^^,/<,J-mixed Lipschitz continuous and 
Riogihe {Lf^ogi,lRiogi)-T^ix.ed Lipschitz continuous; let the multi-valued mappings 
A,C : EixQi ^ C{Ei) and B,D : E2XCI2 -^ C{E2) be Ki-mixed Lipschitz contin-
uous with constants (L^, IA), {LB, IB) and ?^2-niixed Lipschitz continuous with con-
stants {Lc, Ic), {LD, ^D), respectively; let F : Ei x E2 x Qi x Q2 ^ - Ei he < i^-strongly 
accretive with respect to i?i og-^ in the first argument and (I/(F,I), •^(F,2), ^(F,I), '!(f,2))-
mixed Lipschitz continuous and G : Ei x E2 x Qi x Q2 ^  E2 he (^2-strongly accre-
tive with respect to R2 0^2 in the second argument and (-^(G,I)>-^(G,2),^(G,I),^(G,2))-
mixed Lipschitz continuous; let the mappings P : Ei x E2 x fli x 0,2 ^ Ei he 
(L(p^i),L(p_2),/{p,i),/(p,2))-niixed Lipschitz continuous and Q : Ei x E2 x fli x 0,2 ^ 
E2 he (L(Q_i),L((3_2),^ (Q,i),^ (Q,2))-niLxed Lipschitz continuous, respectively; let M : 
El xfli -> 2^1 and N : E2 x 02 -^ 2^^ ^^ such that for each fixed A 6 .Qi and 
p e O2, M{-,X) and N{-,p) are /2i-accretive and /22-accretive mappings, respec-
tively. Suppose that there are constants 6i,52> 0 satisfies the following condition: 
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fci - v ' l - 2 s 2 + 64ciL^^ + ^L(p,i)L^ + - ^L\^^^ - 2p,i, + Uc,p\tlp,^ 
Pi 
+—(L(G,i) + L(Q,i)Lc) < 1; 
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H—(-^(^,2) + L{P,2)LB) < 1; 
7i 
^ := inax{A;i,fc2} 
(4.4.1) 
Then for each fixed (/i, /j) e EiX E2, the multi-valued mapping T defined by (4.3.1) 
is a compact-valued uniform ^-?{-contraction mapping with respect to (A, /i) e f^ i x 
fl2, where 6 is given by (4.4.1). Moreover, for each (A,/x) G f^ i x 0,2, the solution 
set S{X,fi) of SPGVI (4.2.1) is nonempty and closed. 
Proof. Let (x, y, A, fi) be an arbitrary element in E'l x £^ 2 x ^1 x ^2- Since A,B,C,D 
are compact-valued, then for any sequences {un} C A{x, A), {u„} C B{y, n), {w„} C 
C{x,X), {zn} C D{y,n), there exist subsequences {«„,} C {w„}, {unj C {f„}, 
{^nj C {io„}, {z„.} C {zn} such that M„. -f u, y„. ^ w, u;„. -^ w, Zn, -^ z as 
i -> 00. By using Theorem 1.2.14 and mixed Lipschitz continuity of P and Q, we 
have 
\\J^^'^^[Ri °gi{x, A) - piF{x,y, A,/x) - p,P{un„Vn„X,P) + Pi/i] 
-J^^('^\Riog,(x, X)-piF(x, y, A, ii)-p,P{u, v, X, //)+pi/i] ||i 
< —\\P{Uni,Vn„X,p.) - P{u,V,X,p)\\i 
7i 
< — [^ (P,l)l|Wn< - W||l + //(P,2)||Wni " w||2] " ^ 0 OS i ^ OO (4.4.2) 
and 
Ik^^'''-'[^2 O 52(y, M) - P2G(X, y, A,/i) - p2Q(Wn,, 2n,, ^, M) + P2/2] 
-J^^^'^^[R2og2{y, lA-p2G{x, y, A, p,)~p2Q{w, z, A, /x)+p2/2] II2 
P2 
< —\\Q{Wn,, Zn„ X, fl) - Q{W, Z, A, /x)||2 
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P2 
- —[-^(Q.ijlkni - w||i + L(Q,2)lkni - 2II2] -^ 0 as z -)• oo. (4.4.3) 
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Thus (4.3.1), (4.4.2) and (4.4.3) yield that T{x,y,X,iJ.) G C{Ei x E2). 
Now, for each fixed (A,//) G Oj x ^2 , we prove that T{x,y,X,fi) is a uniform 
^-?^-contraction mapping. Let for i = 1,2, {xi,yi,X,iJ,) be arbitrary elements in 
El X E2 X Qi X ^2 and let ti G U{xi,yi,X,^j) and pi G V{xi,yi,X,^i), there exist 
ui =Ui{xi,X) G A{xi,X), vi =vi{yi,fj,) G B(t/i , /i), Wi =Wi{xi,X) G C(xi,A), and 
•Zi = Zi{yi,fi) G D{yi,^) such that 
*i = xi -5 i (a ; i , A) + J^^('^)[/i!i opi(xi . A) - p i F ( x i , yi. A, /z) + p i P ( u i , t;i, A, M) +P1/1] 
(4.4.4) 
and 
Pi = y i - ^ 2 ( y i , / i ) + -^^^'''^[-R2052(yi,At)-P2G(xi,yi,A,/x) + /?2<5(wi,zi,A,/:x)+P2/2]-
(4.4.5) 
It follows from the compactness of ^(x2, A), B{y2, jj), C{x2, A) and D{y2,fJ-), Hi-
mixed Lipschitz continuity of A, C and 'H2-niixed Lipschitz continuity oi B,D that 
there exist U2 = W2(a;2,A) G yl(x2,A), V2 = ^2(2/2,/^) G B{y2,fi), W2 = W2{x2,X) e 
C{x2, A) and Z2 = 22(y2,/x) G D{y2,fJ-) such that 
| | w i - « 2 | | i < '^i(.4(a;i,A), A(x2,X)) < LA\\XI - X2\\i, 
| |t^i-U2||2 < ^2(5(2/1,//), B{y2,ii)) < i^sllyi-2/2II2, 
l k i - w ^ 2 | | i < 7{i(C(xi,A), C(X2,A)) < L c | | x i - X 2 | | i , 
l k i - ^ 2 | | 2 < H2{D{yi,ix), D{y2,fJ,)) < LDWVI - y2\\2- (4.4.6) 
Let 
t2 = X2- gi{x2, X) + J^^'^)[i?i ogi(x2, A) - piF{x2,2/2, A, //) + P I P ( M 2 , V2, A, //) 4- pi/i] 
(4.4.7) 
and 
P2 = 2/2-^2(2/2, ^J) + Jp}''^'^[R2 0^2(^2, /i) -P2G(X2, 2/2, A, /X) +P2Q(«^2, ^2, A, p) +P2/2J, 
(4.4,8) 
then we have 2^ e t/(x2, y2, A, //) and p2 e V'(x2, ?/2, A, / /) . 
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Next, using Theorem 1.2.14, we have 
||^i-^2||i < \\xi-x2-{gi{xi,X)-gi{x2,X))\U 
+\\J^^^''^^[Ri°gii^uX) - PlF{xl,yuK^J') + PiP{ui,vuX,^i) + Pih] 
-J^^(-'^)[ili o^i(a:2,A) -piF(x2,2/2,A,/x) + piP(«2,W2,A,/i) + pi/i]||i 
< \\xi - X2 - {gi{xi, X) - gi{x2, X))\\i 
+—\\Riogi(xi,X) - Riogi{x2,X) - pi(F(xi,yi,X,^) - F(x2,y2,X,fx) 
+ P{m,v,,X,fx)-P{u2,V2,X,/j,))\\,. (4.4.9) 
Since gi is si-strongly accretive and (L^i, Ig^ )-niixed Lipschitz continuous, using 
Theorem 1.2.9 we have 
\\xi-X2-{gi{xi,X)-gi{x2,X))\\l 
< \\xi -X2II1 -2(^1(2:1, A) - gi{x2,X), Ji{xi -X2 - {gi{xi,X) - gi{x2,X))))i 
< | |a:i-X2II1-2(c/i(xi,A)-^i(x2,A), Ji(a;i-X2)i 
-2{gi{xi, A) - gi{x2, A), Ji{xi -X2- {gi{xi, A) - gi{x2, A))) - Ji{xi - X2))i 
< Ijxi - X2\\l - 2si||xi - xsllf + 64ciLl\\xi - X2II? 
< (1 - 2si + 64CIL2J | |XI - X2II?. (4.4.10) 
Since P is (L(p_i),L(p^2))^(p,i),^(p,2))-iiuxed Lipschitz continuous and A,B aire 
'Hr,'H2-niixed Lipschitz continuous, then we have 
\\P{Ui,VuXi,Hi)-P{u2, V2, X2, /i2)||l 
< L(p^i)\\ui - U2II1 + L(P,2)||t'i - U2II2 + ^(p,i)||Ai - A2II1 + l{p,2)\\pii - /"2II2 
< L(p,i)?^i(A(xi,A), A(x2,A) + L(p,2)?{2(B(yi,/x), B{y2,fi)) 
+^(p,i)||Ai - A2II1 + /(p,2)||A'a - At2||2 
< L(p,i)Lx||xi - X2\\i + L(^p,2) LsWyi - y2h + liP,i)\\Xi - Azld 
+l{P,2)\\^^l - f^2\\2, (4.4.11) 
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and 
\\Ri°9i{xi, X)-Riogi{x2, X)-pi{F{xi,yi, A, fx)-F{x2, y2, A, fi) 
-P{uuVu A, fi) + P{u2, V2, A, ii))\\i 
< \\Riogi{xi,X)-Riogi{x2,X)-pi{F{xi,yuX,f^)-F{x2,yi,X,n))\\i 
+Pi\\F{x2,yi, A,/x) - F{X2,2/2, A,/i)||i + Pi\\P{ui,Vu A,/x) - P{u2,V2, A,M))||I. 
(4.4.12) 
Further, since F is ^i-strongly accretive with respect to R^ o g^ in the first 
argument and (L(F,i),jC(F,2),^(F,i),^(F,2))-mixed Lipschitz continuous and R: o g-i is 
(-^Hiogi,/ftioai)-niixed Lipschitz continuous, then we have 
\\Riogi{xi, X)-Riogi{x2, X)-pi{F{xi,yi, A, p)-F{x2, yu X, fi))\\l 
< \\Riogi(xuX)-Riogi(x2,X)f-2pi{F(xi,yi,X,n)-F{x2,yuX,P'), 
MRi °9ii^i ' X)- Riogi{x2, A) - pi{F{xi,yi, A,/i) - F{x2,yi, A,/x)))i 
< L|^„^^||a;i-a:2|p-2pi{F(xi,yi. A,fx)-F{x2,yi, A,//), Ji{Riogi(xx, X)-Riog^ix2, A))) 
-2pi(F(xi , yi, A, /x) - F{x2,yu A, /x), Ji(i2i o gi(xi, X) - Ri o g^{x2, A)) 
-p i (F(x i , yi, A, /i) - F(a;2, yi, A, p)) ~ Ji(i?i o ^1(2:1, A) - /?i o ^ i(x2, A)))i 
< LH^osJki-X2f-2pi6||2;i-a;2||?+64ci/92||F(xi,yi,A,Ax)-F(x2,yi,A,//)|i? 
< 4xogJ|2:i -o^sf-2^x611^1 -^2(li+64ci/92L(V,i)||a;i -X2II1' 
< (L|^o,,-2Mi+64cip?Lf^,i))||xi-X2||?. (4.4.13) 
Since, F is (L(7?j),L(i?_2))^(F,i),^(F,2))-i^ixed Lipschitz continuous, then we have 
||F(a;2,yi,A,/i)-F(rr2,y2,A,/i)(|i < L^Fa)\\y\ - V^h- (4.4.14) 
It follows from (4.4.9)-(4.4.12) and (4.4.14), we have 
< ^ 1 - 2si +64ciL2^ h^-^2\\l + -^JL:i^og, - 2p,(, + GicpfLf^^^^ ||a:i-X2i|i 
H—-^(^2)1^1 - y2||2 H— L(P,I)LA||XI - X2II1 + L(p,2)LB||yi - y2l|2 
7l 7i L J 
< (y^l - 2si + 64ciL2^+ ^L(p,i)L^+-iyz:2^,^^ - 2pi6 + 64cip2/:2^^^^ j ([a:i-X2((i 
+ -^ (^(F,2) + L(^P^2)LBJ ||yi - y2li2. (4.4.15) 
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Prom (4.4.5) and (4.4.8) and Theorem 1.2.14, we have 
lbi-P2| |2 < \\yi-y2-{92{yi,i^)-92{y2,fj'))h 
+ J^}''^^ R2 0g2{yu^J')-p2G{Xi,yuX,n) + P2QiWi,Zi,X,^l)+P2f2 
-J^S''^^ i?2 O g2{y2, /i) - p2G{x2,y2, A, //) 4- P2Q{W2, ^ 2, A, fi) + P2/2 P2 
1 
< \\yi -y2- {92{yi,P') - 92{y2, fj'))\\2 + —\\R2 °g2{yi, fj') - ^2°^2(2/2,/x) 
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-p2{G{xi,yi,X,IS) - G{x2,y2, A,M) - Q{wi,zi, A,/x) + Q{w2,Z2, A, ju)||2. 
(4.4.16) 
Since ^2 is S2-strongly accretive and (Lg^Jg^ymixed Lipschitz continuous, Q is 
(L(Qj),L(Q^2)) ^(Q,i))^(Q,2))-niixed Lipschitz continuous and C,D are 7{i-,'H2-iiibced 
Lipschitz continuous, respectively, then we have 
\\Q{wi, Zi, Xi, Hi)-Q{w2, Z2, X2, fJ-2)\\l 
^ L{Q,l)\\Wi - ^2111 + -^ (£3,2)1^1 - 22II2 + ^(Q,l)||Ai - A2II1 + l(Q,2)\\f^l - ^2||2 
< L^Q,i)'Hi{C{xuX), C(x2,A) + L(Q,2)H2(/?(yi,//), D{y2,^^)) 
+^(Q,l)l|Al - A2|il + 1{Q,2)\\^1 - /i2||2 
< L(Q^i) Lc\\xi - 2;2||i + L^Q,2) LoWyi - J/2II2 
+^(Q,l)||Ai - A2II1 + l{Q,2)\\l^l - /i2||2- (4.4.17) 
and 
I |yi-y2 - (52 (2/1,//)-52 (?/2, M) ) li 2 
< \\yi - y2\\l - 2{g2{yu p) - 92(92, fJ'), ^2(2/1 -92- (92(91, f^) - 52(2/2, M))))2 
< IIJ/1 - 2 / 2 | | i - 2 ( 5 2 ( y i , / i ) - 5 2 ( y 2 , / i ) , J2(9l-y2))2 
-"^{92(91, p)-92(92, p), J2(yi -92- (92(91, fJ-) - 92(92, fj'))) - J2(yi -y2))2 
< Ibl - y2||2 - 252II2/1 - y2f + 64C2L2 llyi - y2 
<(l-2s2 + QAc2Ll)\\y,-y2\\l (4.4.18) 
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Now, 
\\R2O92iyi, f^)-R2°g2(y2, lj)-p2{G{Xi,yi, A, IJ.)-G(X2, 2/2, A, fx) 
-Q{Wu Zi, A, /i) + Q{W2, Z2, A, /x))||2 
< \\R2092{yufJ')-R2°g2{y2, f^)-P2{G{xi,yi, A, IJ.)-G{xi,y2, A, /x))||2 
+P2\\G{xuy2, A,/i) - G'(x2,y2, A,/i)||2 + P2||<3(tyi, zi, A,/x) - g(u;2,Z2, A,)t/))||2 . 
(4.4.19) 
Further, since G is ^2-strongly accretive with respect to R2 o 52 in the second 
argument and (L(G,i),L(G,2),^(G,i),^(G,2))-niixed Lipschitz continuous and R2 052 is 
(• i^i20ff2)^ fl20ff2)"™i^ 6d Lipschitz continuous, we have 
\\R2°92{yu /j)-R2og2{y2, p)-P2{G{xi,yi, A, iJ,)-G{xi,y2, A, /x))||^ 
< \\R2°g2{yuP')-R2°92{y2,n)\\l-2p2{G{xi,yi, A,fj.)-G{xi,y2, A,//), 
^2(^2 o g2{yi,P^) - -R2 o 52(y2, M) - p{G{xi, yi, A, /x) - G(xi , y2, A, ^))))2 
< -^lijoffill2/i-y2||i-2p2(G'(xi,yi,A,fj,)-G{xi,y2,A,/i), J2{R2og2iyi,p)-R2og2{y2,/^)))2 
-2p2{G{xi,yi, A, //) - ^(a;! ,y2, A,//), J2(ir:2 o 52(2/1, A*) - /?2 o ^ 2(^2, M) 
-P2{G{xi,yi, A, /i) - G{xi,y2, A,/i))) - J2(/?2 o^2(^1, A*) - ^2 052(2/2, M)))2 
< -^fi,osJI?/i-2/2|i^-2p26llyi-y2||? + 64c2P^||(S'(xi,2/i,A,/x)-G'(xi,y2,A,A/)||^ 
< 420s.llyi-y2f-2p26lbi-y2| | i+64c2plLjG,i)llyi-y2|l2 
< 4 ^ , , ^ ( 1 - 2p26 + 64c2pi^(G,i))ll2/i - y2\\l 
(4.4.20) 
Since, G is (L(G,i),I'(G,2),^(G,i),^(G,2))-inixed Lipschitz continuous, then we have 
\\G{xi,y2,X,fi)-G{x2,y2,\p)h < L^G,I)\\XI - X2\\i. (4.4.21) 
It follows from (4.4.12), (4.4.16)-(4.4.21), we have 
Ibi -P2II2 
< y/l - 2s2 + 64c2L2^  112/1 - 2/2II2 + -yZ|^I~^2M^T64^^^l47^II2/1 - y2||2 
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,_,-,,, - -,,- L(o.i)L 
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P2 P2 r 
+—-f'(G,i)||a;i - X2II1 + — L(Q,i)Lc||xi - X2II1 + L(Q,2)Li5||yi - 2/2II2 
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+ ^ (L(G,I) + hQ,i)Lc) \\xi - 22111. (4.4.22) 
Vtom (4.4.15) and (4.4.22), we have 
| | ( t l ,P l ) - ( t2 ,P2) | |« = | | t l - t 2 | | i + l lp i -p2 | |2 
< ki\\Xi - X 2 | | i + A;2||?/l - t / 2 | | 2 
< max{A;i,fc2}(||xi-X2||i + |[?/i-y2(|2), (4.4.23) 
where E* :— Ei x E2 is a Banach space with norm || • ||* = || • ||i + || • II2; 
fci := mi + —(i^(G,i) + L(^Q,i)Lc); h := ^2 + —{L^Fa) + ^{P,2)i^B); (4.4.24) 
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(4.4.25) 
m2 := y/l - 252 + 64c2L2^ + -L^Q^2)LD + -yj^l^og, ' 2^26 + 64c2pii>?G,2) • 
(4.4.26) 
Hence, we have 
d{{tx,Pl),T{x2,y2A,^l)) = ^ inf , l|(^i,Pi) - (i2,P2)||* 
< max{A;i, A;2}(||xi - xalji + ||yi - ^21(2). (4.4.27) 
Since (ii,pi) G T{xi,y\,\ix) is arbitrary, we obtain 
sup rf((ti,pi),r(a;2,y2,A,/x)) < max{A;i,/i;2}(lki-a;2||i + ||yi - 2/2II2). 
(«i,Pi)er(ii,yi,A,M) 
(4.4.28) 
By using same argument, we have 
sup d({t2,p2),T(xuyi,X,fi)) < max{ki,k2}(\\xi - X2\\i + \\yi - y2h)-
(4.4.29) 
By definition of the Hausdorff metric ft on C{Ei x E2), we obtain that, for all 
(xi ,yi ,A,/x) G £^ 1 X £;2 X ^ 1 X ^ 2 , 
?t:(r(xi,?/i,A,//),r(x2,t/2,A,//)) < max{A:i,A;2}((|(xi,yi)-(x2,y2)(|*), (4.4.30) 
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that is, T(x, y, A, /x) is a uniform ^-^-contraction mapping with respect to (A, fi) e 
Qi X CI2 where 6 = max{fci, fca}- Also, it follows from condition (4.4.24) that ^ < 1 
and hence T{x, y, A, fi) is a multi-valued contraction mapping which is uniform with 
respect to (A,/x) G fij x 02- By a fixed-point theorem of Nadler [112], for each 
(A, fj,) E Cli X fl2, T{x, y, A, fi) has a fixed-point (x, y) € Ei x E2, and hence Leimna 
4.3.1 ensures that S{X,fj) ^ 0. Further, for any sequence {x„,y„} C S{X,fx) with 
Um (x„,y„) = (xo,yo), we have {xn,yn) e T{xn,yn,Kl^) for all n > 1. By virtue of 
n->oo 
(4.4.30), we have that 
diixo,yo), T(xo, yo, A, fi)) < \\(XQ, yo)~(a;„, ?/„)||, +'H(r(a;„, ?/„, A, /i), r(a:o, t/o, A,/i)) 
< (H-^)||(a;„,y„)-(a;o,?/o)l!*-^0 as n - 4 00, (4.4.31) 
that is, (a;o,j/o) S T{xo,yo,X,fi) and hence (a;o,t/o) ^ S{X,iJ,). Thus S{X,ij) is closed 
in El X E2. This completes the proof. 
Now, we prove that the solutions set 5(A,/x) of SPGVI (4.2.1) is 'H-Lipschitz 
continuous with respect to parameters A, fx. 
Theorem 4.4.2. For each i = 1,2, let Ei be real uniformly smooth Banax;h space 
with PEi{i) ^ (kt"^ for some Q > 0; let the mappings Qi, Ri o ^ j , A, B, C, D, F, G, P, Q 
be same as in Theorem 4.4.1 and condition (4.4.1) holds and there exist constants 
81,62 > 0 such that 
||Jpf''Hx)-Jp^^-'^^(x)||i < (5i||A-A||i for all x e E,, A.AeQi, 1 ^^  
\\Ji'.^'''\y) - J^2^''''\y)h < S2\\ii~iih for all yeE2, ^,/iefi2. J 
Then the solution set S(X, fi) of SPGVI (4.2.1) is a ?{-Lipschitz continuous mapping 
for Qi X Q2 into Ei x E2. 
Proof. For each (A,/x), (X,fl) e 17i x Q2, it follows from Theorem 4.4.1, S{X,^) and 
S(X, p) are both non-empty and closed subsets of E\ x E2. Again by Theorem 4.4.1, 
T{x, y, X, n) and T{x, y, A, p.) are both multi-valued ^-?^-contraction mappings with 
same contractive constant d G (0,1). By Theorem 1.2.22, we obtain 
n{S{X,fi),SCX,il)) < (-^) sup n(T{x,y,X,f^),T{x,y,X,fi), (4.4.33) 
where Q is given by (4.4.1). 
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Now, for any (iiJi) G T{x,y,X,fj,), there exist u = u{x,X) G A{x,X), v = 
v{y, n) e B{y, /i), w = w[x, A) G C{x, A), z = z(y, fj,) G D{y, //) satisfying 
ii=x- gi{x, A) + J^^^'^^Ri o gi{x, A) - piF{x, y, A, //) + piP(u, v, A, M) + Pi/i], 
(4.4.34) 
and 
h=y- 92{y, A*) + J^}''^\R2 O 92{y, /i) - p2G{x, y, A, //) + P2Q{w, z, A, /i) + ^2/2]-
(4.4.35) 
It follows from the compactness of A(x2, A), B{y2, /i), C{x2, A) and D(j/2,/i) and 
Hi-mixed Lipschitz continuity of A,C and ?{2-mixed Lipschitz continuity of B,D 
that there exist u = u(x,X) G ^ (x,A), t; = v{y,p) G B(y,fl), w = u;(x,A) G C(x,A), 
2 = z{y, p) G £>(y, p) such that 
| | n - « | | i < nM{x,Xl A{xA)) < /Ai|A-A|i, 
\\v-v\\2 < n2{B{y,fi), Biy,fi)) < hWf^-m 
\\w-w\U < niiCix,X), C{x,X)) < /c | |A-A| | , 
\\z-z\\2 < % P ( y , / x ) , D{y,ii)) < loWl^-ftW. (4.4.36) 
Let 
12 = X- gi{x, X) + J^(-'^)[it;i o gi{x, A) - piF{x,y, A, p,) + piP{u, v, A, p) + pi/i], 
(4.4.37) 
and 
l2 = y- 92{y, P) + Jp^^''^\R2 O g2{y, P) - P2G{X, y, A, p) - P2Q{W, Z, A, p) + P2/21-
(4.4.38) 
Clearly, (12,^ 2) G T{x,y,X,p). 
Prom (4.4.32), (4.4.34) and (4.4.37) and Theorem 1.2.14, we have 
| |^l-^2||l< \\gi(x,X)-g,{x,X)\\ 
+||JJf(-'^)[i2i og,{x,X)-piFix,y,X,p)+p,P{u,v,X,p) + pJ,] 
-J^f(••^)[i2i o g,{x, A) - piF(x,y. A, /Z) + p,P{u, v, X, p) + p,h% 
4-11 J^^(-'^ )[i?z o ^i(a;. A) - p^F{x, y. A, /x) + piP(u, D, A, /i) + p,h] 
- J , f ••^ [^i^ i o ^ i(x. A) - p,F{x, y, A, p) + piP(M, w, A, p) + pMU 
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< \\gi(x,X)-gi{x,X)\\ + -\\Riogi{x,X)-Riog,(x,X) 
7i 
+Pi{P{u, V, X,n) - P{u, V, X,p)) - pi{F{x, y, X, n) - F{x, y, X, fi)\\i + 6i\\X~ X\\i 
< l|pi(2;,A)-pi(a;,A)|| + — \\Riogi{x,X) - Rio gi{x,X)\\i 
7i ^  
+Pi||(F(x,2/,A,/i)-F(x,y,A,/i)||i+pi||P(«,u,A,Ai)-P(w,t;,A,/x)||i]+(^i||^ 
(4.4.39) 
Since F, gi are {L(F,i),L{F,2)J{F,i),kF,2))-, {Lg^,lg^)-mixed Lipschitz continuous, 
respectively, we have 
\\Fix,y,X,fi)~F{x,y,X,p,)\\i < /(F,I)II/^ - Mlh, (4-4.40) 
\\gi{x,X)-giix,X)h < ^flJ|A-A||i. (4.4.41) 
Since Ri og^ is also (Ljjjoffi,ii?oifi)-niixed Lipschitz continuous, we have 
\\Riogi{x,X) - R2og^{x,X)\\ < Zfi,o,J|A - A||i. (4.4.42) 
Prom (4.4.11), (4.4.39)-(4.4.41), we have 
«1 - i 2 1 
1 
< ^sillA-A||i + — Zfi^ogillA-A||i+pi[/(F,i)||A-A||i + Z(F,2)||Ai - M, II2] 
7i L 
+PI[L(P,I)IA + (^P,i)]l|A - A||i + PI[L(^P,2)IB + ^(P,2)]||^ - fih + ^i\\X - X\\i 
1 
< — 
7i 
+^ 
7i 
71^ 51 + ^Riogi + Pi ykF,i) + L{p,i) + L(^PI)IAJ + (5i7i l|A - A|| 
(^F,2) + l(P,2) + L{P,2)IB 1/^  (4.4.43) 
Since G is (L(^G,I), L(G,2), ^(G,I)'^(G,2))-niixed Lipschitz continuous, 92 is {Lg^,lg^)-
mixed Lipschitz continuous and R2°g2 is (Lij20ff2)^ K2032)""^ i^ 6d Lipschitz continuous 
then and from (4.4.18), (4.4.32), (4.4.35), (4.4.36), (4.4.38) and Theorem 1.2.14, we 
have 
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I|/l-^2| |2 
< \\92{y,iJ')-92iy,P')h 
+ J^^'''^ ^R2 o g2{y, n) - P2G(x, y, X, n) + p2Qiw, z, A, /x) + P2/2 
-J^'-''^^ ^ R2 o g2(y, Jj) - p2G{x, y, X, p) + p2Q{w, z, X, p) + ^2/2 
+ J^}-^"^ [i22 o 52(y, Jj) - P2G{x, y, X, p) + p2Q{w, z, X, p) + P2/2 
_ j/^(-,A) J^2 o p2(y, p) - p2G{x, y, X, p) + p2Q{w, z, A, p) + P2/2 
< /j,2\\p,-p\\2+— \\R2 o £?2(y, /^)--R2 o 52(y, //)||2+P2||G(a:,, y, A, p)-G{x, y, X, p)\\2 
72 L 
+P2||Q(ty,-2,A,/i) -Q(iy,2,A,/2) | |2 +52||Ati -/^2||2 
< /g,||/i - ^||2 + — iR^ogJfi - Ph + p2{liG,l)\\P' - P\\l + l(G,2)\\f^ " P, h) 
72 L 
+P2[-^(Q,1)^C + ||A - A||i + l(Q,2)lD\\fi - Ph 
1 
< — 
72 L 
72 
72^ S2 + ^R2og2 + P2(^ (^G,2) + 1{Q,2) + kQ,'^)^DJ + ^2l2 
kci) + kQA) + ^{QA)^C \\X - A||i. 
From (4.4.43) and (4.4.44), we have 
| | ( ^ l , / l ) - ( ^ 2 , / 2 ) | | * = \\ii-i2\\i + \\h-l2\\2 
< fc3||A-A||i+fc4||/X-/i||2 
< max{fc3,A;4}||(A,/x) - (A,/i)||*, 
f^i -M2II2 
(4.4.44) 
(4.4.45) 
where 
h •= rri3 + Z(G,i) + kQ,i) + L{Q,i)lc; h •= m^ + li^F,2) + kp,2) + L(^P'2)IB; (4.4.46) 
' " ' ' (4.4.47) 
mi-=— 72l'g2+l'R2og2+P2(kG,2) + hQ,2)+L(Q,2)lD]+S2l2 • (4.4.48) 
1713 •= — 
7 i 
1 
7i^ffi + ^fliopj + Pi \l(F,i) + kp,i) + L(^P,I)IA) + (^i7i 
5^2 + f^l20S2 + P2 y{  (^ )  L( ^ I ] + <^ 272 
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Hence, we have 
d{{h,li),T{^,y,\fl)) = inf . \\{ii,li)-ii2,l2)\U 
{i2,h)&T{x,yXfi) 
< max{fc3,A;4}||(A,/x)-(A,/i)||,. (4.4.49) 
Since (zi, /i) G T{x, y, A, /i) is arbitrary, we obtain 
sup d((ii,/i),T(a;,y,A,/x)) < max {A;3,A;4}||(A,^ ) - (A,/i)||*. (4.4.50) 
(il,h)eT(x,s/,A,/x) 
By using same argument, we can prove 
sup d{(i2,l2),T(x,y,X,fj,)) < max{A;3,A;4}||(A,//) - (A,/i)||,. (4.4.51) 
{i2,h)€T{x,y,X,fi) 
Hence, it follows that for all (x, y, A, /i), (x, y, A, /Z) e ^^ i x .B2 x ^i x ^2, 
n{T{x,y,X,fi),T{x,y,~X,fl)) < ^i||(A,/x) - (A,^)|U, (4.4.52) 
where 61 = max{A;3,fc4} and hence from (4.4.33) and (4.4.52), we obtain 
?{(5(A,/i), 5(A,/x)) < ( ^ ) | | ( A , / x ) - ( A , / i ) | | , . 
This imphes that S(X,fi) is "H-Lipschitz continuous in (A,/i) e r i^ x Q2 and 
completes the proof. 
We remark that the results presented in this chapter genaralize, improve and 
unify the known results given in [1,2,4,49,105,125,126,138,139]. Further, these re-
sults can be extended for the corresponding systems of problems given in [93,94]. 
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CHAPTER 5 
SYSTEM OF RANDOM VARIATIONAL INCLUSIONS 
WITH RANDOM FUZZY MAPPINGS 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
The fuzzy set theory, introduced by Zadeh [162] in 1965, has gained importance 
in analysis, from both theoretical and practical point of view. Fuzzy sets are distin-
guished from ordinary or crisp sets in that the degree of membership of an element 
in a fuzzy set can be any nvmiber in the unit interval, [0,1] as opposed to a number 
from the binary pafr {0,1} for crisp sets. It is wellknown that the theory of varia-
tional inequalities is widely used as a mathematical programming tool in modeUng 
many optimization and decision making problems. However, facing uncertainty is a 
constant challenge for optimization and decision making. The fuzzy mathematics is 
useful in treating uncertainty in the study of fuzzy optimization and decision making 
problems. 
In 1989, Chang and Zhu [29] introduced the concept of variational inequali-
ties for fuzzy mappings. Since then several classes of variational inequalities (in-
clusions) with fuzzy mappings were considered by many authors, see for example 
[29,53,74,82,120,137,162]. In 1999, Huang [75] was the first to introduce and study a 
class of random multi-valued nonlinear generalized variational inclusions with ran-
dom fuzzy mappings in Hilbert spaces. For related work, see [7,34,78]. Very recently, 
Ahmad et al. [8], Dai [41] and Lan [100] have studied some classes of operator equa-
tions, variational inequalities (inclusions) with random fuzzy mappings and random 
relaoced monotone mappings. 
Motivated and inspired by the recent research works in [8,41,75,100], we intro-
duce random P-monotone mapping and its associated proximal-point mapping in 
Hilbert space and discuss their some properties. Further, we consider a system of 
random variational inclusions with random fuzzy mappings (in short, SRVI) in real 
Hilbert spaces. Using proximal-point mapping technique, we construct an iterative 
algorithm for the system of random variational inclusions. Furthermore, we prove 
the existence of solution of the system of random variational inclusions and discuss 
the convergence analysis of the iterative algorithm. To the best of our knowledge, 
the work presented in this chapter is the first attempt to study the system of ran-
dom variational inclusions involving random fuzzy mappings. The results presented 
in this chapter generahze, improve and unify the known results of recent works 
[7,8,34,53,62,75,82,99,100,102,152]. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows. 
In Section 5.2, we give some concepts which are needed in the subsequent sec-
tions of this chapter. Further, we formulate SRVI in Hilbert spaces and discuss some 
of its special cases. 
In Section 5.3, we introduce the concept of random P-monotone mapping and 
its associated proximal-point mapping in Hilbert space and discuss their some prop-
erties. 
In Section 5.4, using proximal-point mapping technique, we construct a random 
iterative algorithm for SRVI in Hilbert spaces. 
In Section 5.5, we prove the existence of solution and discuss the convergence 
analysis of the random iterative algorithm of SRVI. 
5.2. PRELIMINARIES AND FORMULATION OF PROBLEM 
Throughout the chapter unless otherwise stated, let / = (1, 2} be an index set 
and for each i E I, let Hi be a real Hilbert space whose inner product and norm 
are denoted by (•, •)t and || • ||i, respectively and let H he a. real Hilbert space whose 
inner product and norm are denoted by (•,•) and || • ||t, respectively. We denote 
by (O, E) a measurable space, where S7 is a set and a-algebra of subsets of 0 and 
by B{H),2",CB{H) and T{H), the class of Borel a-field in H, the family of all 
nonempty subsets of H, the family of all nonempty closed bounded subsets of H 
and the collection of a fuzzy sets over H, respectively. 
Let N e HH),qe [0,1], then the set (A^), = {x e H : N{x) > q} is called 
a g-cut set of A'^ . 
First, we give some concepts and results which are useful in establishing the 
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results of this chapter. Further, we formulate SRVI in Hilbert spaces and discuss 
some of their special cases. 
Definition 5.2.1[75]. A mapping x : Q ^ H is said to be measurable if for any 
B e B{H), {tGQ: x(t) e 5 } G E. 
Definition 5.2.2 [75]. A mapping f : Q, x H -^ H is called a random mapping 
if for any x 6. H, f{t, x) — x{t) is measurable. A random mapping / is said to be 
continuous if for any i e f2, the mapping f{t, •) : H ^ H is continuous. 
Similarly, we can define a random mapping P: flxHxH-^H. 
It is well known that a measurable mapping is necessarily a random mapping. 
Definition 5.2.3[75]. A multi-valued mapping T : f2 —>• 2^ is said to be measurable 
if for any B 6 B{H), T-\B) ^{ten-. T{t) n B 7^  0} G E. 
Definition 5.2.4[75]. A mapping u : ^  -^ H is called a measurable selection of a 
multi-valued measiurable mapping T : 2^ -4 2^ if u is measurable and for any t eQ, 
u{t) e T{t). 
Definition 5.2.5[75]. A mapping T -.Qx H -^ 2^ is called a random multi-valued 
mapping if for any x E H,T(-,x) is measurable. A random multi-valued mapping 
T :Qx H ^- CB{H) is said to be H-continuous if for any t ^Vt, T{t, •) is continuous 
in H{-, •), where ?{(•, •) is the Hausdorff metric on CB{H). 
Definition 5.2.6(75]. A random mapping g : fl x H ^^ H is said to be Lipschitz 
continuous if there exists a measurable function Xg -.U ^ (0,00) such that 
\\g{t,xiit))-g{t,X2m\ < Xg{t)\\xi{t) - X2{t)l Vi e n,xu{t),X2{t) G H. 
Lemma 5.2.1 [25]. Let T : Q, x H -^ CB{H) be a "H-continuous random multi-
valued mapping. Then for any measurable mapping w : Vt -^ H, the multi-valued 
mapping T{-,w{-)) : Q. —> CB{H) is measurable. 
Lemma 5.2.2[25]. Let S,T -.Vl -^ CB{H) be two measurable multi-valued map-
pings, e > 0 be a constant and let t;: f] ->• i / be a measurable selection of S. Then 
there exists a measurable selection w -.Q ^  H ofT such that for all t e Q, 
\\v{t)-w{t)\\<{l + e)n{S{t),T{t)). 
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Definition 5.2.7[75]. A random multi-valued mappingT : QxH -^ CB{H) is said 
to be H-Lipschitz continuous if there exists a measm-able function A^ : fi —> (0, oo) 
such that 
n{T{t,xi{t)) - T{t,x2m < Mt)\\xi{t) - X2{t)\\, Vi e n,xr{t),X2{t) e H. 
Definition 5.2.8[75]. A fuzzy mapping F : D —> T{H) is called measurable, if for 
any a € (0,1], {F{-))a : fi —)• 2^ is a measurable multi-valued mapping. 
Definition 5.2.9 [75], A fuzzy mapping F : fi x H -^ ^i^) is called a random 
fuzzy mapping, if for any x G H, F{-, x) : Q -^ ^{H) is a measurable fuzzy mapping. 
We note that, the random fuzzy mappings include multi-valued mappings, ran-
dom multi-valued mappings and fuzzy mappings as special cases. 
For each z = 1,2, let Ni : n x Hi -^ HHi), Si : Q x H2 -^ ^ (^2) , Ti : 
Q,x Hi -^ T{Hi) be random fuzzy mappings satisfying the following condition (C): 
(C) There exist mappings ai : Hi -¥ [0,1], bi : H2 -^ [0,1], Cj : H -^ [0,1] such 
thatiVi(i,a;i(i))a,(^0 e CB{Hi), Si{t,x2{t)\[.,) e CB{H2), Ti{t,Xi{t)\,^,,) e 
CB{Hi)y{t,xi{t) enxHi, X2{t)) enxH2. 
By using the random fuzzy mappings Ni, Si and Ti, we can define random multi-
valued mappings Ni, Si and Ti, as follows: 
Ni-.nxHi-^ CB{Hi), xi -> (iVi(t,xi(0))„^(,^), V{t,xi) e^xH,, 
Si:nxH2-^ CB{H2), X2 ^ iSi{t,X2{t))\^,^^, V(i,a;2) E ft x H2, 
and 
fi-MxHi-^ CB{Hi), Xi ^ (ri(t,xi(0)),,(^,), y{t,Xi) enx H,. 
In the sequel, Ni, Si and TJ are called the random multi-valued mappings in-
duced by the random fuzzy mappings Ni, Si and Ti, respectively. 
Given mappings a; : /fi -> [0,1], k : H2-^ [0,1], Ci : Hi -^ [0,1], random fuzzy 
mappings N : ft x Hi-^ HHi), Si : Q x H2-^ ^ (^2 ) , Ti : Vl x H, ^ T{H,) and 
random mappings fi, gi, hi : ft x H -^ Hi, Fi : fl x Hi x H2 -^ Hi Mi : Q x H, — 2^-
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with range gi{t, •) n dom {Mi{t, •)) 7^  0, for t^Q.We consider the following system 
of random variational inclusions (SRVI): 
Find measurable mappings Xi,ui,U2,Wi : Q ->• Hi; X2,Vi,V2,W2 : fi -^ H2 such 
thatforaUt € Q, Xi{t) e Hi, X2{t) e H2, Ni{t,xi{t)){ui{t)) > ai{xi{t)), Si{t,X2{t)) 
(viit)) > bi{x2{t)), Ti{t,Xi{t)){wi{t)) > Ci{xi{t)) and range gi{t, •) Hdom (Mi(t, •)) ^ 
0, for t e fi such that 
Si G Fi(t,ui{t),vi{t)) - \^fi{t,wi{t)) - hi{t,xi{t))} + Mi{t,giit,xi{t))), (5.2.1) 
62 e F2{t,U2{t),V2{t)) - [f2{t,W2it)) - h2{t,X2{t))} + M2{t, 92(1, X2{t))), (5.2.2) 
where 0 i and 02 are zero vectors of Hi and H2, respectively. 
The set of measvurable mappings {xi,X2,Ui,U2,Vi,V2,Wi,W2) is called a random 
solution of SRVI (5.2.1)-(5.2.2). 
Some Special Cases: 
(1) For each i = 1,2, iiH = Hi;F = Ff, f = fi;h = hi] M = Mf, N = M; S = Si 
and T = Ti and p = ft, then SRVI (5.2.1)-(5.2.2) reduces to the problem of 
finding measurable mappings x,u,'w,v : fl ^ H such that for t G Q,x{t) G 
H, Nit,x{t))(uit)) > a{xit)), S(t,xit))iv{t)) > fe(^(0), Tit,xit}}iwit)) > 
c{x{t)) and range g{t,.) n dom {M{t,.)) 7^  0, for t 6 fi such that 
0 G F{t, u{t), v{t)) - | / ( t , w{t)) - h{t, x{t))} + M{t,g{t, x{t))), (5.2.3) 
where 0 is the zero vector of H. A problem similar to (5.2.3) has been studied 
by Ahmad et al. [8]. 
(2) If o(a;) = b{x) = c{x) = 1, F{t,u{t),v{t)) = F{t,u{t)), u{t) = w{t) = x{t) 
and f{t, w{t)) — h{t, x{t)) = v{t), then Problem (5.2.3) reduces to the problem 
of finding measurable mappings x,v -.Q ^  H such that 
0 6 F{t,x{t)) + v{t) + M{t, g{t, x{t))), (5.2.4) 
where g,F : Q.xH ^ H are single-valued random mappings and M : QxH -> 
2^ is multi-valued random mapping. A problem similar to (5.2.4) has been 
studied by Cho and Lan [35]. 
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5.3. P-PROXIMAL-POINT MAPPINGS 
First, we define the following concepts. 
Definition 5.3.1. Let A,B:QxH-^Hhe single-valued random mappings. A 
random mapping P: ^xHxH^H is said to be 
(i) a-strongly monotone with respect to A, if there exists a measurable function 
a : ri —>• (0, oo) such that 
{Pit, A{t, x{t)), z{t)) - Pit, Ait, yit)), zit)),xit) - yit)) > a(t)||x(t) - y(i)||^ 
yten,xit),yit),zit) eH\ 
(ii) ^-relaxed monotone with respect to B, if there exists a measurable function 
/? : Q -> (0, oo) such that 
(Pit, zit). Bit, xit))) - Pit, zit). Bit, yit))), xit) - yit)) > -Pit)\\xit) - y{t)f, 
WtGn,xit),yit),zit) eH: 
(iii) aP-symmetric monotone with respect to A and J5 if P is a-strongly monotone 
with respect to A and /5-relaxed monotone with respect to B with ait) > Pit) 
and ait) = /3(t) if and only if x(i) = yit), Vt G n, xit), yit) G H. 
(iv) ( i^,^ 2)-»Tiixe(f Lipschitz continuous if there exist measurable functions ^1,^ 2 '• 
Q, -^ (0,00) such that 
\\Pit,xit),z^it)) ~ Pit,yit),Z2it))\\ < C^it)\\xit) ~ yit)\\ + Umziit) - ^2(011, 
Vten,xit),yit),Zyit),Z2it)eH. 
Definition 5.3.2. A random multi-valued mapping M : fl x H ^ 2" is said to be 
(i) monotone, if 
{uit)-vit),x,it)~X2it))>0, 
Vi G n,Xiit),X2it) G H,uit) G Mit,xiit)),vit) G M(tX2(t)); 
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(ii) r-strongly monotone, if there exists a measurable function r : fi -)• (0, oo) such 
that 
{U{t)-V{t),x,{t)-X2{t)) > ^(i)||Xl(t)-X2(t)||^ 
Vt e n,xi{t),X2{t) G H,u{t) G M{t,xi{t)),vit) e M{t,X2{t)y, 
(iii) m-relaxed monotone, if there exists a measurable function m : Jl --> (0, oo) 
such that 
{u{t)-vit),Xi{t)-X2{t)) > -m{t)\\xi{t)-X2{t)f,yxi{t),X2{t) € H, 
Vt e Q,xi{t),X2it) e H,u{t) G M(t,xi{t)),v(t) e M{t,X2{t)). 
Lemma 5.3.1. Let if be a Hilbert space. Then for any x,y e H, 
\\x + yf<\\xf + {y,x + y). 
Definition 5.3.3. Let A,B : Q x H -^ H, P: nxHxH-^Hhe single-valued 
random mappings. A random multi-valued mapping M : fl x H ^>- 2^ is said to be 
P-monotone if 
(a) M is m-relaxed monotone; 
(b) {Pt{At, Bt) + p{t)Mt) (H) = H,\fte n, 
where A(x) = A{t,x{t)),Bt{x) = B{t,x{t)), Pt{At,Bt){x) = P{t,A{t,xit)),B{t,x{t))) 
and p{t) > 0, a real valued random variable. 
The following theorem gives some properties of random P-monotone mapping. 
Theorem 5.3.1. Let A,B:Q,xH^-Hhe random mappings, let P : Qx H x H -^ 
H he a, random a/^-symmetric monotone mapping, and let M : Q x H —!- 2" be a 
random P-monotone multi-valued mapping. Then 
(a) {u{t)-v{t),x{t)-y{t)) > 0,\/{v{t),y{t)) e Graph{M),t e ft implies {u{t),v{t)) e 
Graph{M), where Graph{M) := {{u{t),x{t)) e H x H : u{t) 6 Mt{x)]-
(b) the mapping {Pt{At,Bt) -Y p{t)Mt)~^ is single-valued for all p{t) > 0, real 
valued random variables, such that p{t) e (O, ^^~M^] , t e ft. 
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Proof (a). Suppose on contrary that, there exists {uo{t),xlXl^',_^rOfaph'^'s^ch. 
that 
{uo{t) - vit),xo(t) - y{t)) > OMv{t),yit)) G GraphiM),te Q. (5.3.1) 
Since M is P-monotone, we have {Pt(At,Bt) + p{t)Mt){H) = H, and hence there 
exists {ui{t),x\{t)) e Graph{M) such that 
Pt{At, Bt)xi + p{t)ux{t) - Pt{At, Bt)xQ + p{t)uo{t). (5.3.2) 
Now set {v{t),y{t)) = {ui{t),x\{t)) in (5.3.1) and then, from the resulant in-
equality (5.3.2) and from the fact that p{t) > 0, we obtain 
0 < p(t){uo(t)-Ui(t),xo(t)-xi{t)) 
= {P{t, Ait,xiit)), Bit,xiit))) - Pit, Ait,xoit)). Bit, xiit))),xoit) - xiit)) 
+{Pit, Ait, Xoit)), Bit,xiit))) - Pit, Ait,xoit)), Bit,Xoit))), xoit) - x,it)) 
which impUes that 
{Pit, Ait, Xoit)), Bit,xiit)))-Pit, Ait, xiit)), Bit, x,it))),xoit)-x,it)) 
+{Pit, Ait,Xoit)), Bit, Xoit))) - Pit, Ait, Xoit)), Bit,Xiit))), Xoit) - x,it)) < 0 
or 
iait)-Pit))\\xoit)-xrit)r < 0, 
where P is a/?-symmetric monotone with respect to A and B, so we have xoit) = 
xiit),yt e Cl and hence from (5.3.2), we have Uiit) = Uoit),t e Q, a, contradiction. 
This completes the proof (a). 
Proof (b). For any given zit) G H, let x(i),y(f) e (Pf(A,-B() + pit)Mt)'''z. It 
follows that 
^ ( z ( 0 - PtiA, Bt)x) € Mtix) and ^ ( z ( i ) - PtiA, B,)y) G M,(y). 
Since M is m-relaxed monotone and P is a/9-symmetric monotone, it implies 
that 
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-m{t)\\x{t)-y{t)r 
1 
Pit) 
1 r 
{P{t, A{t,yit)), B(t,ym - P{t, A{t, x{t)), B{t, x{t))),x{t) - y{t)) 
{P{t, A{t, x{t)), Bit, x{t))) - Pit, Ait, yit)), Bit, xit))), xit) - yit)) 
Pit) 
+{Pit, Ait, yit)), Bit, xit))) - Pit, Ait, yit)). Bit, yit))), xit) - yit)) 
<-±^[iait)-m)Mt)-yit)f], 
I.e. 
[iait) - Pit)) - pit)mit)] \\xit) - yit)f < 0. 
This.implies that xit) = yit),^t e fi. Thus iPtiAt, Bt) + pit)Mt)-^ is a single-valued 
mapping for alH G Q. 
By Theorem 5.3.1, we can define the following random proximal-point mapping 
jp{t),Pt(At,Bt) 
Definition 5.3.4. Let A, B : fl x H ^ H he single-valued random mappings and 
P: QxHxH-^Hhea. random a/3-symmetric monotone mapping with respect 
to A and B. Let M : fi x i7 —> 2^ be a random multi-valued P-monotone mapping. 
Then proximal-point mapping Jj^ o'.o^ "^ ^ '^ '^ ^ '^ ^ : Q x H -^ H associated with P 
and M is defined by 
= (^PtiAt,Bt) + pit)Mty\x), (5.3.3) 
where pit) > 0 is real-valued random variable and Atix) = Ait,xit)),Btix) = 
Bit,xit)), Mtix) = Mit,xit)),PtiAt,Bt)ix) = p(t,Ait,xit)),Bit,xit))^,'^t e a 
xit) e H. 
Next, we prove that P-proximal-point mapping is Lipschtz continuous. 
Theorem 5.3.2. Let A, B : Q x H -^ H be single-valued random mappings and 
P: QxHxH—^Hhea, random a/?-symmetric monotone mapping with respect 
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to A and B. Let M -.Qx H —^ 2^ hea. random multi-valued F-monotone mapping. 
[(«(t)_/j(<))_^(<)^(«)j-Lipschitz Then proximal-point mapping jpW,PtiAt,Bt) . ^  ^ jj i^ 
continuous 
p(f),P,(A.,St)/ *N jp(t),PtiAt,Bt),* \x*)-J\ Mt (y*) < 1 ||x*(t)-y*WIU5.3.4) Mt) - m) - P{t)m{t)] 
where p(t) e (o, ^ ^ ^ ) , Vt G 12,x*(t),y*(0 G if. 
Proof. Let x*{t) and y*(t) be given points in H. It follows from (5.3.3) that 
1 
Pit) 
1 
x*(t) - Fe(A,Se)(4f'^'(^"^'^(x*))] G M,(4f'^'(^''^'>(x*)), (5.3.5) 
Vit) - Ft(A,B,)(4?'^'(^"^'^(y*))] G M(4f'^'(^"^'>(T/*)). (5.3.6) 
Since M is m-relaxed monotone, we get 
-m(t) J] p{t),Pt{AuBt)( *s jp{t\Pt(At,Bt)(^*^ 
< ^(x*(0-P.(^.5.)(4r'(^"^')(.*)) 
-{y*{t) - Ft(^,F.)(4?'^'(^"^')(y*))), 4f'^ '(^" '^)(x*) - 4f'^ '^ '^'^ '^ (,*) 
Therefore, 
jp( t ) ,Pt(^t ,Bt) / «x_jKO-Pe(>lt,Bt)/ *N ^ 
This completes the proof. 
[{a{t) - m) - P{t)m{t)] \x*{t)-y\t)U^.2,.l) 
We remark that the concepts and results presented in this section generalize 
the corresponding concepts and results given in [152]. 
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5.4. RANDOM ITERATIVE ALGORITHM 
First, we give the following technical lemma. 
Lemma 5.4.1. For each i = 1,2, let Mi : Qx Hi —>• 2^* be random multi-valued i^-
monotone mapping and let Ai : Q x Hi ^ Hi, Bi •.QxH2 ^ H2 random mappings. 
The set of measinrable mappings {xi,X2,Ui,U2,Vi,V2,wi,W2) is a random solution 
of SRVI (5.2.1)-(5.2.2) if and only if for all (t,Xi(t),X2it)) e Q x Hi x H2, Ui{t) e 
Ni{t,xi{t)), Vi{t) e Si{t,X2{t)), Wi{t) 6 fi{t,Xi{t)) satisfy 
-[fi{t,wi{t))-hi{t,xi{t)))]], (5.4.1) 
92 {t, X2W) = J^W'^-(^-^«) [P2t{A2u B2t)ig2t{x2))-p2{t){F2{t, U2{t), V2{t)) 
-[f2{t,W2{t)) - h2{t,X2{t)))]], (5.4.2) 
where pi -.^ -^ (0,00) is a measurable function. 
Proof. The proof directly follows from the definition of j^'W'^"(^"'^") for i = 1,2. 
Based on Lemma 5.4.1, we construct the following iterative algorithm for finding 
the approximate solution of SRVI (5.2.1)-(5.2.2). 
Iterative Algorithm 5.4.1. For each i = 1,2, let Ni : il x Hi ^ J^{Hi), Si : 
n X H2 —^ T{H2), Ti : fl X Hi ^ ^{Hi) be random fuzzy mappings satisfying the 
condition (C). Let Nf.nxHi-^ CB{Hi), Si : Q x H2-^ CB(H2), fi : n x Hi-^ 
CB{Hi) be H-continuous random multi-valued mappings induced by Ni, Si and Tj, 
respectively. Let fi,gi,hi : Cl x Hi —)• Hi be single-valued random mappings and 
Mi : Ct X Hi —)• 2^' be multi-valued random mapping such that for each fixed t G 
Q, Mi{t, •) : Hi -^ 2"' is Pj-monotone mapping with gi{t, H) n dom(Mi(t, H)) ^ 0. 
Let Fi -.U X Hi X Hi -^ Hihe a, random mapping. 
For each (2:1,X2) G HixH2,\et Qi{t,Xi{t),X2{t)) C gi{Q,Hi) andQ2{t,xi{t),X2{t)) 
C g2{n, i^a), where Qi •MxHixH2-^ 2"\ Q2:QxHixH2^ 2"^ be multi-valued 
mappings defined by 
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Ql(t,Xi(t),X2{t)'^ 
u u u J' Pi{t),PitiAu,Bu) Mu Pu{Au,Bu){9u{xi)) 
ui(t)eJVi(t,xi(t)) n{t)eSi{t,x2{t)) wi(t)eTi(t,xi{t)) 
-Pi{t){F,{t,Ui{t),v^{t))-(^Mt,w,{t))-h,{t,x,{t)))]] (5.4.3) 
Q2{t,X,{t),X2{t)') 
u u u J' P2{t),P2t[A2t,B2t) Mat P2t{A2uB2t){g2t{X-2)) 
U2{t)£N2{t,Xl{t)) «2(t)eS2(f,X2(t)) W2{t)eT2(t,X2it)) 
-p2{t){F2{t,U2{t),V2it)) - (^f2{t,W2{t)) - h2{t,X2{t)))}] (5.4.4) 
where pi{t) is same as in Lemma 5.4.1. 
Let, for any given measurable mappings x^ : Q ^ Hi, (z = 1,2), the multi-
valued random mappings Ni{.,x°^{.)) : fi ^ CB{Hi), Si{.,x%)) : Q -^ CB{H2), 
Tj(.,a;^(.)) : 2^ -> CB{Hi) are measurable by Lemma 5.2.1. Hence, there exist 
measurable selections u? : Q -^ Hi of Ni(.,x^{.)), vf : fl -^ H2 of Si(.,X2{.)) and 
wf -M ^ Hi oi fi{.,x'^{.)), hy Himmelberg [71]. 
Let 
TPi(t),Pu{Au,Bu) 
«0 - •JMU PitiAu, Bu){gu{x'i))-piit)[Fi{t, u?(i), v',{t)) 
-[Mt,w',{t))-hiit,x'M)} 
L TP2it),P2tiA2t,B2t) 
"0 - 'JM2t 
eQiit,x',{t),xl{t))Cgi{n,Hi), (5.4.5) 
P2tiA2u B2t){g2t{x1))-p2{t){F2{t, 4(t), t;°(i)) 
- (/2(i,U;2°W)-/l2(t,xO(0))}] eg2(^,X?(t),X^(i)) Cp2(n,i:^2). (5.4.6) 
Hence there exists (t, xl{t)) ^ fix Hi such that ao = ^i(f, a;}(0) ^^d (i^ , a;2(0) e f2 x 
J72 such that 60 = g2{t, xKt)), and we observe that, for each i — l,2,xl : fl -^ Bi is 
measurable. Further, by Lemma 5.2.2, there exist measurable selections « | : Q -4 Hi 
of Ni(.,x\{.)), v} :n^ H2 of Si{.,xl{.)) and w} : n-> H of fi{.,xl{.)) such that 
V^er2, 
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WAt) - "1 Will < (1 +1) ^1 (^i(^. At)l Mt, At))), 
ll«2(«) - ^2 Will < (1 + 1) ^1 (^2(^, Xlit)), Mt, Xlit))) , 
Hit) - vl{t)h < (1 + 1) %(5i(t,x°(t)),5i(t,x^(t))), 
lb2W-^2WI|2 < (1 + 1) H2{S2it,xl{t)),S2{t,xl{t))), 
Hit) - wlit)\U < (1 + 1) ^1 (Ti(i, x°(i)), Ti(t, x|(0)), 
1^ 2 W - ^2(t)ll2 < (1 + 1) 'H2(T2it,xl{t)),f2it,xl{t)) (5.4.7) 
Let 
al = r^^ll^'''''^^'''^''^[PuiAu,B^t)i9uix\))-Pl^^^^ 
-{fiit,wlit)) - /ii(t,xl(0))}] G Qiit,x\it),xlit)) C ^i(0,i7i), (5.4.8) 
fei = <;^'''"^''"'^"^[At(^2t,52,)(^2t(a:l))-p2(i){F2(^,tx^(t),^^(0) 
- {f2itMit)) - Ut,xlit)))}] e Q2it,x\it\xl{t)) C g2in,H2]. (5.4.9) 
Hence there exist {t, xjit)) GQXHI such that ai = giit, xjit)) and (t, xHt)) e0.xH2 
such that bi = g2it,X2it)). It is easy to observe that x? : fi —> /fj is measiuable. 
Continuing the above process, we can define the following random iterative se-
quences {a:5'(t)},K(i)},K(t)},K(i)},K(i)},{y2"(0}> {^lit)} and {w^t)} for 
solving SRVI (5.2.1)-(5.2.2) as follows: 
{t,xr\t)) 91 J\ Pi{t),Pu{Au,Bu) Mu PuiAn,Bu)igitix'l)) 
-piit){F^it,uUt),v^it)) - (^Mt,w'^(t)) - h{t,xUt)))}], (5.4,10) 
52(<,X^l(i))=Jj P2(t),P2t{A2t,B2t) Mil P2tiA2t,B2t)ig2tix'l)) 
-p2it)[F2it,u'^it),v^it)) - (f2it,w^it)) - /i2(^,x^(0))}], (5.4.11) 
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ii<(i) - <'will < (1+(1+^)~') Hi (A I^(^ , ^ "W), ^ i( .^ ^ r'(^))). 
11^2 (t) - <'(*)iii < (1+(1+n)-') n, [m, xut)), mt, xT' (t))), 
\K{i) - vT\m2 < (1 + (1 + n)-') H2{s^{t,x-^{t)), 5i(t,x^+^(t))), 
11^2(0 - vr'{t)h < (1 + (1 + n r ' ) n2{S2{t,x^{t)),S2{t,xr'{t))), 
| K ( i ) - wr '{i) | l i < (1 + (l+n)-') H i ( t i ( t , x n t ) ) , t i ( t , x ^ n O ) ) , 
M{t) - w^^\t)\\2 < (1 + (1 + n)-^) n2[f2{t,x'^{t)),f2{t,xr'{t))). (5.4.12) 
where n = 0,1,2 , and pi{t) is given as in Lemma 5.4.1. 
5.5. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTION AND C O N V E R G E N C E ANALYSIS 
In this section, we prove the existence of solution of SRVI (5.2.1)-(5.2.2) and 
discuss the convergence analysis of Iterative Algorithm 5.4.1. 
Theorem 5.5.1. For each z = 1,2, let Ni : n x Hi ^ T{Hi), Si : Q x H2 ^ 
T{H2), Ti : Q X Hi ^ ^(Hi) be random fuzzy mappings satisfying the condition 
(C). Let Ni : nx Hi -^ CB{Hi), Si : n x H2 ^ CB{H2), f, : ^ x Hi -^ 
CB(Hi) be "^^i-continuous random multi-valued mappings induced by Ni, Si and T,, 
respectively. Let fi^ gi, hi : il x Hi —¥ Hi he single-valued random mappings where 
fi is Xf. Lipschitz continuous, gi is (rfi,ei)-relaxed cocoercive mappings and hi is 
(A/iJ-Lipschitz continuous. Let Fi : Q x H x H ^ Hi is random (/Zi,77i)-mixed 
Lipschitz continuous. Let Mi : fl x Hi ^^ 2^* be multi-valued random mappings 
such that for each fixed t G Q, Mi{t,-) : Hi -> 2^' is P,-monotone mappings 
with gi{t,H) ridom{Mi{t,H)) 7^  0. Suppose that, there are measurable functions 
yUj : Q —> (0,1) with the assumption 
\\Pu{Ait,Bn){gu{x'l)) - Pit(>lit,5u)(^it(:^r'))lli < Mt)\K{t) - ^ r ' (Ol l i , 
(5.5.1) 
\\P2t{A2U B2t){g2tix^)) - P2tiA2uB2t)ig2t(xr'm2 < ^2{t)\K{t) - 4 '~ '(0ll2. 
(5.5.2) 
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If the following conditions hold: 
+Xf,{t)XTAt))]) + L,it)rj,it)Xs,{t) fl + l \ \ < l , 
and 
Ht) :--
L2{t) := 
1 ' l + 2di(t) 
[ai(t) - A ( 0 - Pi{t)mx{t)] V 2ei(i) + 3 ' 
' l + 2rf2(t) 
[a2(0 - /?2(i) - P2{t)m2{t)] V 262(0 + 3 ' * '^^ -^ ^ 
Then there exist measurable mappings {xi,X2,Ui,Ui,Vi,V2,Wi,'W2) such that SRVI 
{5.2.1)-(5.2.2) hold. Moreover, u'Ht) -)• Ui{t), u^(t) -^ U2{t), v^{t) -^ vi{t), v^{t) -^ 
V2{t), w'^it) -^ wi{t) and w^{t) -> W2{t) as n -> oo, where {u?(i)}, M I O ) . {<(0}> 
{•^2 (0} ' {•"'"(0}. {^2 (*)} ^^ 6^ the random sequences obtained by Iterative Algorithm 
5.4.1. 
Proof. Since, for i = 1,2, Qi is (dj, ei)-relaxed cocoercive, we have the following 
estimates: 
\\xr'{tyxut)\u 
<\\9i{t,xr\t))-g^{t,x^,{tm' 
-2{gi{t,xr\t))-9,{t,x'lit))-xr\t) + x'lit),x^,-^Ht)-x'l{t)), 
< (1+2d^(tmg,(t,xr\t)) - gi{t,xim\i - (2+2e,m\xr\t) - xumi 
and 
iixr^(i)-4wii2 
= \\g2(t,xr\t))-g2(t,x^,(t))+x^^\t)-x",(t)-ig2{t,x'^^\t))-g2(t,x'm)h 
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<\\92{t,xr'{t))-92{t,x-,m\i 
< (1+2d,m\g2{t,x^^\t)) - g2{t,x^m\i - (2+2e2m\^r'it) - ^'mii 
which impUes that 
wxrHt) - xut)\u < Jl^^^t^fl \\9i{t,xr\t))-g,{t,xumu 
(5.5.4) 
(5.5.5) 
\\xr\t)-x-,it)h<^l^-^^\\g2{t,xr\t))-g2{t,x-,m\2. 
Now, by using Theorem 5.3.2 and Iterative Algorithm 5.4.1, we have 
\\9rit,xr\t))-g^it,xUtmi 
= ll^tf^''"^^'"^"^[^it(^u, Bi,)(^u(a:r)) 
-p^{t){F^{t,u^{t),vnt)) - ( / i ( i , < ( 0 ) - h^{t,x^m}] 
-r^^i^'''''^^'''^''\Pu{Au,Bu){gu{xr')) 
-Mt){F,{t,ur\t),vr\t))-{Mt,wr\t))-h{t,xr\t)))}]\u 
+p,{t)\\F,it,u^,{t),v^{t))-F^{t,ur\t),vr\mu 
+p,{t)\\Mt,w\\t)) - Mt,wr'm\i +Pimhi{t,x'im - h,{t,xr\t))h], 
(5.5.6) 
and 
\\g2{t,xr\t))-g2{t,x^,m\2 
= Ki^'''''^^'"^''\P2t{A2t, B2t){g2t(x-2)) 
-p2{t){F2{t,U^{t),V^{t)) - ( /2( i ,<( i)) - h2{t,X^it)))}] 
-P2mF2(t,urHt),vrHt)) - (f2(t,wr\t)) - h2{t,x:^-\tm]\\2 
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\a2[t) - P2{t) - P2(*jm2(^}j 
+P2{mF2{t,U^{t),V^{t)) - F2{t,ur\t),vr\t))h 
+P2{t)\\f2{t,W^{t)) - f2{t,wr\t))h +P2mh2{t,X^,m - h2{t,xr\t))h] . 
(5.5.7) 
Since Fi is (//i, r;i)-niixed Lipschitz continuous and F2 is (/i2, r?2)-mixed Lipschitz 
continuous and T^i-Lipschitz continuity of multi-valued mappings Ni, Si and 7^ 2-
Lipschitz continuity of multi-valued mappings N2, S2, we have 
\\Fr{t,ui{t),v-i{t))-Fi{t,ur\t),vr\mu 
< Mmuut) - <-'wiii+viimvm - vr\t)\\2 
</iiWA ,^ w (^1 + i ) iK(o - xr^wiii 
+vimsrit) (i + ^) \\xm - xr\t)h, (5.5.8) 
and 
\\F2it,u^{t),v^{t))-F2{t,ur\t),vr\m\2 
<f,2mNAt)(i+iy\xiit)-xr'mi 
+V2msM (^1 + i j Wx'^it) - xr\t)\\2. (5.5.9) 
Since, for each z = 1,2, /j is A/.-Lipschitz continuous and Ti is "Hi-Lipschitz 
continuous, we have 
\\Mt,w\\t))-hit,wr'mU < XMXrAt) U + l) \\x^{t)-xr'{t)\\i, (5.5.10) 
and 
\\f2{t,W^{t)) - f2{t,wr\t))h < Xf,{t)\TAt) ( 1 + ^ ) \\x^{t) - xr\t)\\2. 
(5.5.11] 
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Since hi is A;i.-Lipschitz continuous, we have 
\Mt,xut))-h^{t,xr\mi<Kit}Mit)-xr\mu (5.5.12) 
and 
\\h2{t,xm)-h2it,xr\t))\\2<XhM\^2it)-^r\t)\\2. (5.5.13) 
Prom (5.5.1),(5.5.4),(5.5.6),(5.5.8),(5.5.10) and (5.5.12), it follows that 
\\xr\t)-x^it)\U 
< Li{t) Ci{t) + Pi{t) A ,^(<) + ( 1 + ^ ) {fii{t)XN,{t) + Xf,mn{t))\ ) ||x?(t) - x^-\t)\\i 
+vi{t)XsAt){i + -]\\xm-^vm2 
n 
(5.5.14) 
where 
Liit) :^ ' l + 2di(t) (5.5.15) [ai (t) - A it) - pi (i)mi (i)] y 2ei (0 + 3 • 
Also, from (5.5.2), (5.5.5),(5.5.7),(5.5.9),(5.5.11) and (5.5.13), it follows that 
\xr\t)-x-2m2 
< L2{t) 6(i) + P2{t)[KS) + ( i + ^ ) ('?2(0Asi(<) + Xf,{t)XT,{t))\) II4(^) - A~\t)\\2 
+^i2{t)XNAt)[l + -]\K{t)-xr\t)\\ 
n 
(5.&.16) 
where 
L2{t) := n + 2d2{t) 
Mt) - Mt) - P2{t)m2{t)] y 2e2(0 + 3 ' 
Prom (5.5.14) and (5.5.17), we have 
(5.5.17) 
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\\xr\t)-xut)h+\\xr\t)-x-2m2 
< Liit)[^i{t) + Piit)[xHAt) +(^ + l) (/^IWAMW + A/,{t)Ar,{t)) 
+L2{t)tX2{t)XN,it) 1 + 
+ 1 + 
n 
xm - x^-'m, + [L2(t)(6(o+P2{t) [Kit) 
I) {mms,{t) + xMXT,{t))]) 
+L^(t)m(t)Xs,it) (l + l)]\\xm - 4" 'Wll2 
< 
(5.5.18) 
^"W(lki(*) - A-\t)\V + \\A{t) - xr\t)\\^. 
where 
6\t) : = m a x | L i ( 0 ( 6 W + P i W [ A / . i ( 0 + ( l + ^ ) (/^i(OAyvi(i) + A;,(i)AriW)]) 
+A/,(^)Ar,(t))]) +Li(t)7?i(0A5,(t) ( l + ^ ) } ' (55.19) 
and 
L:(0 := [ai(0 - AW - Px{t)mAi)\ V 2ei(i) + 3' 
1 l + 2rf2(t) 
'^^ ^^ • \a2{t) - (hit) - P2it)m2it)] Y 262(0 + 3' 
Letting n ^- CXD, we have 
^(0:=max|Li(i)(6(i)+Pi(0[A/.i(0+/^i(0Aiv,(0+A/x(0Ari(0])+^2(i)/^2(0A;v,(0-
^2(0(6W+P2(0[A/.,(0+%(0A5,(0+A/,(t)Ar,(0])+^i(t)r?i(0As,(t)}.(5.5.20) 
Define |j.)|, on Hy x H2 by 
||(3;i(0,a;2(0)i|. = ||xi(0||i + \\x2it)\\2, V(xi(t),X2(0) e ^1 X .ff2. 
(5.5.21) 
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It is observed that (//iX/f2,IMI*) is a Banach space. Define ^"+^0 = ix1+\t),x^+\t)). 
Then we have 
||z"+^(t)-z"(t)||. = \\xr\t)~xUt)h + \\xrHt)-xUt)h. (5.5.22) 
Prom condition (5.5.3), we know that 0 < ^  < 1, and hence there exists an no > 0 
and 00 e (0,1) such that ^" < o^ for all n > no. Therefore by (5.5.18) and (5.5.22), 
we have 
pn+i(t) - ^"(t)||, < ^o|k"(t) - 2"-'(i)||*, Vn > no- (5.5.23) 
It follows from (5.5.3) that 
Hence, for any m > n > no, it follows that 
m—1 
i=n 
m—l 
< Y^ ^J,-"''||^ "°+i(i) - 2"°(i)||*. (5.5.24) 
1 = 7 1 
Since 0 < o^ < 1, it follows from (5.5.24) that 11x7^ (0 - x'^(t)\\ -> 0 as n -> oo, 
and hence {x^{t)} is a Cauchy sequence in Hi. By the same argument, it follows that 
{^2(0} is also Cauchy sequence in H2. Thus, there exists (xi(t),X2{t)) E H\ x H2 
such that x^{t) —>• Xi{t) and x'^it) -^ X2{t) as n —> 00. 
Now, we prove that u1(t) -^ ui{t), u^{t) -^ U2{t), v'^it) -^ vi(t), v^{t) -4 
V2{t), •Wi{t) -> •wi{t) and W2{t) -^ W2{t). In fact it follows from the Lipschitz 
continuity of iVi, Si, N2, S2, Ti, T2 and Iterative Algorithm 5.4.1 that 
ii<(o - <-^(^)iii <ti(^i + i j \\xi(t) - x^'mi, 
Kit) - ur\t)\\i < t2 [i + ^ ) 11x^ (0 - a;rHoiii, 
Kit) - vr\t)\\2 <t,{\ + i ) | |x^(t) - xr\t)\\2, 
\v2it)-vr\t)\\2<u[\ + Aj ii^n(^)_xr\t)\\2, 
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\\<it) - <-\t)\u <tJi + ^] \\x^,{t) - xrH*)iii, 
Mit) - wr\t)h <tJi + z) \\xm - xr\m2- (5.5.25) 
Prom (5.5.25), we know that K ( < ) } , K ( t ) } , {vi{t)}, {v^{t)}, {W^it)}, {w^{t)} 
axe also Cauchy sequences. Therefore, there exist iti G Ni, U2 G N2, vi e 
Su V2 G ^2, wi G f i , W2 G fa, such that vJl{t) -^ lii(f), u^(0 ^ U2{t), < ( 0 ^ 
^i(O) ^2(0 -^ V2{t), Wi{t) ->• lyi(^) and W2{t) -^ W2{t) as n —^ 00. Further 
d{u,{t),N^{t,Xi{t))) < | |« i ( i ) -<(f ) | | i+d«(0 , iVi( i ,x i ( t ) ) ) 
< Wuiit) - u'lm, + niN,(n,x'lit)),N^it,Xl)) 
< \\ui(t) - <( t ) | | i + ti\\x1{t) - 3;i(t)||i ^ 0 as n ^ 00. (5.5.26) 
Since Ni{t,xi) C H is closed, we have ui{t) G Ni(t,Xi) C H. Similarly, we 
have U2{t) G N2it,X2), Vi{t) G Si{t,xi), V2{t) G 52(^,0:2), Wi{t) G f i( i ,xi) , W2{t) G 
f2{t,X2),yt G r2,(Xi(t),X2(f)) G ffi X //2. 
Finally, we define 
Mt) = JZ Mi)<Pu{Au,Bn) 
•P2(t),P2t{A2t,B2t) Mt) = JZ 
Now, we estimate 
\\9i{xr'){t)-w,{t)\\, 
1 
~(^Mt,w,{t)) - h,{t,x:{t))^jj, 
P2t{A2uB2t){g2t(x2))-p2it)[F2(t,U2(t),V2(t)) 
-{f2{t,W2{,t)) - h2it,X2it))'^] . 
(5.5.27) 
(5.5.28) 
< ^,{t)+p,{t)[x,,,it)+fl + ^] (/ii(i)A^,(i) Mt) - Pi{t) - Pi{t)mi{t)] 
(5.5.29) 
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and 
\\g2{xr'm-Mt)h 
1 
< Mt)+P2{t)[Xk,{t)+(l + ^ ] {v2{t)Xs2{t) 
Mt) - (hit) - P2{t)m2{t)] 
+A/.(t)AT,(t))] 11X^^ (0 - X2{t)h + f^2{t)XNAt) ( l + ^ ) \\xr\t) - Mt)\h • 
(5.5.30) 
Now, it follows torn (5.5.22),(5.5.29) and (5.5.30) that 
\\{9iixr\t)),g2ixr\m-iw,{t),w2mu 
= hiixr'm - Mmi + iMxr'm - Mtm 
< o^{\\xr\t) - x,{t)\u + wxr'it) - x^rnu) 
0, as n -> oo. (5.5.31) 
Thus 
9i{t,xr\t)) = w^{t) = J^i')'''''^^"'^^'^[Pu(^u,Bu)(yu(a:i))-pi(t){i^i(^,T.i(0,^^i(0) 
-[fi{t,w,{t))-h{t,x,{t))^} (5.5.32) 
92{t,X^^\t)) = W2it) = J^i*^'^^'^^^"^^'^[P2t(A2t,B2,)(^2t(x2))-p2(0{P2(t,^2(^),t^2(t)) 
{f2it,Mt))-h2{t,X2{t))')] (5.5.33) 
By Lemma 5.4.1, it follows that {xi{t),X2{t),ui{t),U2{t),vi{t),V2{t),wi{t),W2{t)) is 
a solution of SRVI (5.2.1)-(5.2.2). This completes the proof. 
We remark that if a random mapping gi : fl x Hi ^ Hi is (c/i, ei)-relaxed coco-
ercive mapping and A^j-Lipschitz continuous, then we can observe that gi is either 
(ei — diA^J-strongly monotone or (rfiA^^  — ei)-relaxed strongly monotone according 
as either diX^^ < ei or rfiA^^ > ei. Therefore, we have taken care of this argument 
in our main result. Thus, the method presented here improves the corresponding 
methods developed by many authors in recent past for solving variational inclusions 
involving relaxed-cocoercive and Lipschitz continuous mappings. 
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